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Rated A (Excellent) at A.M. Best Company

...IN THE CARIBBEAN

Because our roots are deep, our customers enjoy extensive coverage and
competitive premiums on every personal and commercial insurance product.

Auto • Home • Marine • Liability • Business • Contents
+1 (268) 484 2900 • www.caribbeanalliance.com
Head Office: Caribbean Alliance House, Cnr. Newgate & Cross St’s, St. John’s

•

Falmouth Harbour Branch: Antigua Yacht Club Marina Commercial Centre

Anguilla • Antigua & Barbuda • Ascension Island • Barbados • Cayman Islands • Dominica • Falkland Islands • Grenada • Montserrat
St. Kitts & Nevis • St. Lucia • St. Maarten • St. Vincent & The Grenadines • The Bahamas • The British Virgin Islands • Turks & Caicos
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Experience living history at the Copper & Lumber
Store Hotel – in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard

Where laidback charm meets rich culture and romance
Take a walk in Admiral Nelson’s shoes at this lovingly preserved waterfront 18th century hotel
and restaurant. Contact us for information about our wedding packages – because the most
important day of your life deserves to be magical in every way.

Visit www.copperandlumberhotel.com and www.nationalparksantigua.com or call (+268) 460-1159/60 for information

VILLA MANAGEMENT
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Want to see the best of what Antigua &
Barbuda has to offer? Book with us!

Our helpful and friendly team can advise on all local tours and excursions – and book them for you.

Highlights include fun-packed circumnavigation boat trips, sunset cruises, zip-wiring through the rainforest, ATV tours,
scuba diving, snorkelling, swimming with stingrays, helicopter rides, trips to Barbuda and more.
Make it a holiday to remember.

Call into our offices at the Portofino building, Jolly Harbour or call (+268) 562-7814

www.villa-management-antigua.com
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Perfect recipe for body and soul

Restaurants – The Tamarind Tree, The Sea Grape, Wine Cellar
Imaginative, varied and simply delicious, our cuisine has been praised by culinary magazines across the globe. Headed by an award-winning team,
it’s what sets us apart from the competition – and keeps our guests coming back for more.

Curtain Bluff Luxury Spa

Our tranquil 5,000sqft spa set inches from the water’s edge has four luxurious treatment rooms
each with magnificent sea views. Enjoy sipping tea brewed from herbs freshly picked from our own
garden as you prepare for your treatment. Afterwards, relax in the Jacuzzi on our open verandah
on the cliff edge with a healthy light bite.
Our acclaimed spa offers a variety of inspired facials – like our signature anti-aging Myoxy Caviar
Mask – plus body wraps, massages and beauty treatments. Enquire about our spa packages such
as the six-hour Ultimate Escape and the Couple’s Day Away.

www.curtainbluff.com
Call toll-free from US: 888-289-9898 | Call toll-free from UK: 0800-051-8956 | Call from Antigua: (+268) 462-8400
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Letter from the Editor
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These were just some of the reasons that when conceptualising
this latest issue of our magazine, it seemed apt to try to encapsulate
Antigua’s inherent ability to nourish the body while cultivating
the mind and enriching the soul. The ‘wellness edition’ features a
round-up of the island’s best healthy food and drink, along with
our recommendations for interesting activities to stay fit the fun
way. Don’t miss the inspiring stories of two Antiguan bodybuilders
who have both overcome incredible odds to pursue their passion
and emerge as international champions. Or the feature saluting
the progress made protecting our critically endangered hawksbill
turtles.
There’s an exclusive interview with Richard Branson – one of
the Caribbean’s most prominent ambassadors – and a colour spread
on the superyacht custom built and designed by Giorgio Armani, a
fellow Antigua aficionado.
Finally, if you, like so many before you, find you’ve fallen under
the spell of our culture-soaked, cliché-shunning island, you’ll find
several pages devoted to some of the exceptional properties we
have for sale and rent. Two showcase some of those approved under
the government’s citizenship by investment programme which
enables buyers to become permanent citizens here. Just one more
reason why Antigua is one of the hottest places to buy - as well as
one of the coolest places to live.
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f there’s one thing that living in the Caribbean will teach you
it’s that stereotypes – like laundry after a fast spin – must be
critically evaluated, gently unravelled and hung out to dry.
(That and the best cure for a rum headache is coconut water and
cheese puffs.) There was, it turned out, scant truth to the expectation
that you can cross most islands on foot in 10 minutes and days
would generally be a quixotic blend of being serenaded by limbo
dancers, daiquiri in hand, under a canopy of lofty palms with a
muted background beat of calypso music. Seriously though, anyone
who envisions life here to be devoid of the tribulations afflicting
the rest of the world, with hard work playing second fiddle to
sandcastles, will be disappointed.
Thankfully, life – anywhere – is unconditionally threedimensional. The onerous commute to work was replaced by a
bone-shaking jaunt across roads which may as well have been
patched up with Play-Doh. And the British ‘tax-the-air-you-breathe’
ethos swapped for endemic bureaucracy that can be maddening
until you master a certain technique.
Unsurprisingly, there were many, many pleasant discoveries
too. Clean sea air that purifies the lungs with each grateful breath
is no longer a sporadic novelty. There’s the freshest fruit and veg
that allows you to lessen your carbon footprint and increase your
phytochemical intake in a single manoeuvre. And countryside that’s
never felt the impact of man. Here, people wear national pride like
a badge – and rightly so.

Gemma

If you would like to advertise in Luxury Locations. The Magazine, or have any editorial content that you feel would benefit our
audience, please contact either advertising@luxurylocations.com or editorial@luxurylocations.com

Waterfront home with a licence to thrill
PAGE 72
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Going for gold
PAGE 30

Life’s Little Luxuries
PAGE 20

Le Bistro

Hodge’s Bay, St. John’s, Antigua
T: (268) 462 3881
F: (268) 461 5543
E: pgbistro@candw.ag

French Restaurant
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www.antigualebistro.com

Experience a real sense of occasion
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981.
Since then, their popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned.
Today, Le Bistro is, and remains one of Antigua’s most frequented
restaurants. Eating here is close to luxurious perfection.

Your evening will be �illed with French chic and Caribbean zest, as Le Bistro
always puts luxury on a plate.

Lo

You’ll experience a real sense of occasion and a heartfelt welcome with every
visit. Upon entering the restaurant, be prepared to enjoy the elegant, tropical
surroundings of the dining room and bar. They are both irresistibly alluring
and beautifully romantic. Relax and enjoy a seamless dinner, complete with a
supremely polished and personalized service from your host Philippa and
the rest of the staff. It will be hard to choose from the medley of outstanding
cuisine, but the Antiguan lobster dishes come highly recommended. The
handcrafted desserts are always to die for and genuine wine lovers will be
impressed with the superb range of French vintages and Champagne.

The Owner and Chef, Patrick Gauducheau, hails from Vendée, the heart of
France’s �inest gastronomic regions. Chef Patrick has worked at many �ine
restaurants before coming to Le Bistro, including The Restaurant Le Rive
Bleu, Golf Hotel Montreux and Hotel Conte Vevey in Switzerland; the Cable
Beach Wyndham Hotel in the Bahamas, The French Quarter Restaurant and
the Hodges Club in Antigua, and The Reading Room in Saratoga, New York.
He’ll intrigue and captivate your senses!
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Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm.
Closed on Mondays.

Authentic Caribbean Health & Healing Solutions
We only use 100% local, organic and sustainably grown ingredients
P.O. Box 217, All Saints Road, St. John’s, Antigua W.I.
Email info.naturahealthandhealing@gmail.com
Tel. 268-725-6402

Natura Creations formulates and
handcrafts a range of modern organic
herbal health and wellness products
Including:

• Herbal soaps • DEET-free mosquito repellent
• After-sun soothe • Healing cream
• Pain relieving spray • Nappy rash balm
• Fruit infused condiments and much more...

LIVE.

About Antigua & Barbuda
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Our healthy guide to the islands

You already know our radiant islands capture the imagination, soothe the soul and pulsate with possibility. But did you know
they can improve your health too? Here’s why.

B is for breathing
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Sea air is charged with healthy negative ions that accelerate our ability to absorb
oxygen. The same ions also balance levels of serotonin – the ‘happy hormone’
linked with mood and stress. That’s why breathing sea air makes you feel more
alert, relaxed and energised.

F is for food
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Antiguan food is fresh and largely additive-free. The rich fertile soil spawns
fruit and veg that’s brimming with flavour and often organically farmed. The
endurance of cottage industries has given rise to a profusion of all-natural
snacks, juices, dairy products and cakes widely available across the nation.
See Life’s Little Luxuries on page 20 for our selection of the island’s best
healthy dishes and drinks.

C is for colour
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From butterflies to bougainvillea,
flamboyant trees to fabulous
sunsets, our twin isles are ablaze
with colour. And all around is
that stunning turquoise ocean.
It couldn’t be further from the
dismal surrounds and grey
skies of other parts of the world
(London, we’re looking at you).
Think of it as free colour therapy.

E is for ecosystem
Our offshore islands are a refuge
for many imperilled and globally
important species, like the West
Indian Whistling Duck and the
critically endangered hawksbill
turtle and Antiguan racer snake
– possibly the world’s rarest
snake. Concerted efforts by local
environmentalists have seen
significant strides towards their
preservation, which in turn leads to
a healthier ecosystem.

Photo © Kathryn Levasseur
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H is for hydration
Said to have more hydration power than ordinary
drinking water, coconut water provides nutrients
and minerals galore. It’s low in calories (just 50
a cup), free of fat and cholesterol, but rich in the
vitamins and amino acids which will keep you
bursting with energy. Fresh coconut water can be
found island-wide thanks to our ubiquitous palms.

About Antigua & Barbuda – Our healthy guide to the islands

S is for sun
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In addition to the increased Vitamin D – linked to stronger bones, lower
blood pressure and reduced cholesterol – the sun’s heat also affects our
endocrine system, the part of our body which secretes endorphins making
us more relaxed and less stressed. UV rays are also good for some skin
conditions like psoriasis.

S is also for sports

M is for medicine

Lo

It’s not all rest and relaxation here. Cycling, football and
watersports such as scuba diving and kitesurfing all have a
strong following. And that’s before we get to the sailing and
the cricket. With several excellent gym facilities too, Antigua
is undoubtedly one of the most energetic destinations in the
region.
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Herbal remedies and traditional bush medicine are still a first port
of call for many islanders who prefer the natural approach over
their chemical counterparts. Herbalists specialising in indigenous
plants like aloe, soursop and neem offer a wonderful variety of
organic treatments – suitable for complaints ranging from sunburn
to sickness – without the side effects of conventional cures.

W is for water
Sea water cleanses the skin, removes toxins and replenishes it with
minerals. Its antiseptic properties help heal acne along with cuts
and sores. And because it improves skin elasticity too, it can even
make you look better. One more reason to ‘take your troubles to the
water’.

T is for trade
winds
Antigua’s constant
breezes are one
reason the regalialoving Brits decided
to stay here in the
18th century; it meant
reasonable comfort
even in long, thick
clothing. Admiral
Nelson may no longer
frequent these parts
but the pervasive trade
winds still help many
of his colder clime
compatriots keep their
cool.

11
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Vogue vessel: From frocks to yachts
furniture I hated,” he once told Luxury
Insider magazine. And that can be a real
drag. Especially when you’re a style icon.
The solution? To design his own,
doing for yachts what he did for the Savile
Row suit in the 1980s; defied tradition
by picking it apart, paring it down and
reconstructing it.
Enter Mariu – one sleek synthesis
of clean lines, subtle tones and tailored
minimalism. Named after his mother
Maria (nicknamed ‘Mariu’), the elegant
air-conditioned interior is a vision in richly
grained woods, aluminium ceilings, rustic
teak floorboards, bleached oak panelling –
and not a python skin wall hanging in sight.
“My mother was a very elegant woman,
and I think my boat has that same sort of
elegance,” he was quoted as saying.
Mariu is entirely decked out, from
stem to stern, in Armani’s home decor
line ‘Casa’. That includes couches, coffee
tables, lamps, desks, beach towels and
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f there’s one thing that can really muck
up a vacation it’s when the superyacht
you’ve chartered turns out to be one
floating trainwreck of tasteless décor and
ostentatious soft furnishings.
It may have a six-figure-a-week price
tag but that hasn’t deterred its exuberant
owner from clobbering every inch of its
amphibious being with the tacky stick, from
the diamante wallpaper to the cheetah print
bed linen and the luminescent water feature
bedeviling the on-board roller disco.
Among the superyachting fraternity,
apparently, this is a common affliction.
Spare a thought then for Giorgio Armani.
By 2003, the legendary frock star and
long-time nautical enthusiast had
experienced one too many lurid leviathans;
(NB - couches covered with the hide of
an endangered species should never be
confused with sophistication).
“There was always something I didn’t
like; dreadful carpets everywhere or

ns

Inside the chic superyacht custom built and designed by legendary fashionista – and
Antiguan homeowner – Giorgio Armani

12

Giorgio Armani is a frequent visitor to
Antigua
© Filmspiegel | Dreamstime.com - Giorgio Armani Photo
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Vogue vessel: From frocks to yachts
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Yacht Charter Show, one which made some
of the world’s finest boats look rather old
hat and cumbersome by comparison.
In addition to being an aesthetic
masterpiece, Mariu caters to thrillseekers
too, with enough watertoys to delight the
most jaded adrenaline junkie. The grin
factor is in abundance with a phenomenal
selection including several Flyboards. To
anyone unfamiliar with this wonderfully
hedonistic plaything, imagine a waterjetpropelled wakeboard that shoots you up to
30ft skyward. As if that were not whiteknuckle enough, once mastered, you can
flip it in mid-air or even dive underwater
with it.
There’s also a towable banana boat,
personal watercrafts, kiteboards, kayak,
game fishing gear, snorkelling and scuba
diving equipment.
Looks being paramount here, Mariu
naturally has a range of gym equipment.
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Exhibitionism has never been his style.
“I wanted to limit the excess, so I could
really experience living the ‘sea’ without
being distracted,” he added.
After seven years of cruising the high
seas aboard his understated creation, the
billionaire designer, who turned 81 in July,
put Mariu up for sale with an asking price
of more than US$20 million. These days
she is owned by Cypriot shipping tycoon
Andreas Hadjiyiannis.
In January, Mariu was named 2015’s
number one yacht for charter by Edmiston,
the firm through which she is available for
around a quarter of a million US dollars a
week. Exuding class and grace, Edmiston
says she excels on the three essential
factors for a premium yachting experience
– performance, amenities and style.
Currently based in Antigua – where,
incidentally, Armani is a homeowner – she
made a graceful appearance at December’s

Lo

linen. Armani toiletries and beauty products
complement the master cabin’s two
magnificent en-suites and two dressing
rooms.
Up to 12 guests can be comfortably
accommodated in the six deluxe staterooms
– one master suite, one VIP, four double
cabins and two Pullman berths - with a
crew of 11 to pander to one’s every whim.
And all this contained within a rather
modest 49.9 metre vessel. Proof perhaps
that size – even among the superlativeloving seafaring society – really doesn’t
matter.
Custom built by luxury Italian company
Codecasa, Mariu’s compact silhouette
was a deliberate departure from the flashy
designs of many of her contemporary
counterparts, plagued by “too much white,
too much lighting, too much marble, crystal
and mahogany,” Armani told Superyacht
World.

15
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An elliptical trainer, exercise bike, free
weights and yoga mats will help ensure
carefully sculpted physiques remain so.
You can show them off later in the Jacuzzi,
conveniently located for maximum
exposure on the top deck.
A guest elevator connects all four decks
including a huge sundeck that can be
shaded for sunbathing or afternoon siestas.
Leisure space is aplenty and fully equipped
with loungers, daybeds and an al fresco
dining area.
Film buffs will love the Kaleidescape
on-demand movie system. Further
recumbent entertainment comes in the form
of an Xbox and Sky TV, along with multiple
iPod docking stations and wireless internet.
Powered by twin Caterpillar engines,
Mariu traverses the waves at a gentle
speed of 15 knots (17mph). Her high-tech
stabilisation helps reduce rolling motion
for a cruising experience as smooth as the
polished ceilings.
Mariu’s celebrated creator may no
longer frequent her chic confines. But his
legacy lives on in what is touted as the
perfect combination of performance and
luxury – from catwalk to boardwalk.
Just don’t forget to pack your Armani
bathing suit. n
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Indian View - an oasis in the
hub of the harbour
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rivate island living may once
have been the preserve of Johnny
Depp and Richard Branson. Today,
however, one of the most exclusive
addresses on Antigua’s world-famous west
coast is accessible in more ways than one.
The 33-acre oasis of Harbour Island –
set in the heart of desirable Jolly Harbour
– offers all the tranquillity of a secluded
haven, without the prohibitive price bracket
and loss of vital amenities. And getting
there doesn’t even require a boat ride. The
picturesque manmade isle is connected to
the mainland by immaculately maintained
concrete lanes.
One of the brightest jewels in its crown
is Indian View which cuts an elegant figure
against the striking blue waters of the
marina. The aesthetic minimalist exterior
is complemented by clean white walls and
understated neutral environs.
But its piece de resistance is the
spectacular setting with perfectly framed
scenes of local landmark, the Sleeping
Indian hills, which lent this place its
name. Couched among restrained tropical
vegetation, the single-storey three-bedroom
home boasts wonderfully cool temperatures
both inside and out. Indian View was
thoughtfully designed to make the most of
the benign trade winds felt here all year
round.
The front driveway has enough parking
spaces for two or three vehicles, including
a covered area for rainy days. Solid
wooden doors open into a tasteful openplan interior with a welcoming, homely
atmosphere. Attractive artwork and objets
d’art have been handpicked to enhance the
impeccable styling throughout the villa.
A perfectly proportioned kitchen with
high-end chrome appliances, centre island
and wine cooler gives way to a pleasant
lounge with contemporary rattan couches

18

and tables. Attention has been paid to
fixtures and fittings, chosen both for style
and longevity.
Deep mahogany-toned beds, chests,
doors and blinds are exquisite against
the bright white paintwork. High vaulted
ceilings and tiled floors augment the light,
airy ambience.
To the left of the property is a generous
air-conditioned master suite with its own

lounge/dressing area, a luxurious en-suite
with rainfall shower, and a walk-in closet.
A double bedroom and a spacious twin
are on the other side, both fitted with airconditioning units and built-in wardrobes.
They each have their own shower room
decked out in stunning marble with
hardwood units. There is an additional
guest washroom along with a storage and
utility room.

Property Feature

Indian View is for sale at US$1,750,000
exclusively through Luxury Locations.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or call
(+268) 562-8174 for details or to arrange a
viewing.
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The glorious shaded verandah and
sundeck can be accessed via glass doors
from the lounge, master suite and second
bedroom. This is where Indian Villa really
comes into its own. The property’s proud
new owners will be spoilt for choice
when it comes to al fresco relaxation and
entertainment.
With an abundance of loungers and
dining table for eight, the terrace backs
onto a sun-drenched open deck where
a centrepiece pool hugs the edge of the
harbour. Here, flanked by arresting scenes
of rolling hills and passing yachts, it’s hard
to imagine a more idyllic paradise to call
one’s very own. n
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Pamper your palate

2 Honey, honey, honey

2 Vim for the gym

Fortify your fitness with the delicious frozen shakes
especially designed by the Athletic Club’s Vitality bar.
The Pre-Workout Energiser contains almond milk,
strawberries, banana and vanilla protein powder, along
with natural supplements creatine and maca for an
extra energy burst. Afterwards, the Post-Workout Refuel
helps build muscle with glutamine and protein powder,
whipped up with almond milk, orange juice, banana and
pineapple. Try the Nut Power too – if only because it’s
bliss in a blender. Your body will thank you and so will
your tastebuds.

Lo

Tea, toast and desserts alike will benefit
from a dash of this all-natural vegan honey
from Natura Creations. Made by infusing
local lemongrass in syrup, it offers a host
of healing properties in one sumptuous
slather of loveliness. Lemongrass is credited
with relieving everything from insomnia
and fever to rheumatism, stomach and
respiratory disorders. And all for just
EC$16.50 a jar.
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Nourish mind, body and soul with our selection of the island’s most delectable
healthy treats to sip and sup without the guilt. Each one is sheer ingestible
indulgence. Avocadoes, suit up. Barley, you’re on the bench.

Available from Natura Creations.
Email info.naturahealthandhealing@gmail.com
or call (+268) 725-6402.

Available from Vitality at the Athletic Club in Coolidge.
Call (+268) 460-2582.

ry

2 Nuts about salad
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Whether for the food or the bird’s eye view of Falmouth Harbour,
Cloggy’s continues to cement its spot as one of Antigua’s prime
crowd-pleasers. We love the goat’s cheese salad with avocado, egg,
tomato, olives, cucumber and lettuce, topped with bacon (vegetarians
can request it without), a generous helping of sensational caramelised
walnuts and a drizzle of dressing. The locally made cheese is good
for the carbon conscience too.
Available from
Cloggy’s at the
Antigua Yacht Club
Marina Building in
Falmouth Harbour.
Closed August.
Call (+268) 4606910.

2 Guilt-free pizza
Do your tastebuds love
pizza more than your
waistline does? Try Al
Porto’s guilt-free leggera
(Italian for ‘light’) pizzas
for size. Deliciously
sparing in the calories
and saturated fat that
plague their traditional
counterparts, these
are made with thin
wholewheat romana
dough and light mozzarella cheese. Topped with a
rocket ricotta salad – and a dash of balsamic – your
daily salad portion is thrown in for good measure too.
Varieties include chicken or a vegetarian version with
eggplant, mushrooms, artichoke, olives and pesto.
Available at Al Porto in Jolly Harbour. Call (+268) 5620.

20

Life’s Little Luxuries

Sheer Rocks once again proves its mettle as a champion of simple, ‘farm-totable’ fare with this fabulously fresh, organic garden salad. A base of rocket
pesto is topped with local carrot, cucumber, radish, golden and red beetroot,
heirloom cherry tomatoes, rocket, celery leaf and vinaigrette. Chef Simon
Christey-French certainly knows a thing or two about blending textures, colours
and flavours. Iceberg lettuce, watch and weep.
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Available at Sheer Rocks at the Cocobay Resort.
Call (+268) 562-4510.
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2 Garden gate to dinner plate

2 Perfecto paella

Lo

Bursting with heart-healthy fresh seafood – simmered in a mouthwatering homemade stock and local veggies – this ‘delicioso’ Spanish
paella packs a nutritional punch while transporting you to comestible
bliss. Cooking it from scratch means allowing time for the flavours to
infuse, but it’s well worth the 24-hour notice required. The super-friendly
welcome at this funky, off-the-beaten track eatery is also extended to the
little ones (of both the human and canine variety).
Available at Siesta y Sangria in Jasmine Court, Friar’s Hill Road.
Order ahead by calling (+268) 562-7517.
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2 Weakness for wasabi
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Still don’t know your sashimi from your shiitake? Club Sushi’s
mixed sushi plate is the antidote to phonetic fumbles and menu
indecision alike. With heavenly fresh ginger, cucumber and
shredded carrots, it offers a sumptuous selection of local, neverfrozen seafood with no mayo and just a smidgen of rice, topped
off with wasabi, lemon and green onion.
Available at Club Sushi at the Antigua Yacht Club in Falmouth
Harbour. Call (+268) 562-8512.

2 Inspired infusion
If there’s one thing that can offset the injurious effects of
hard liquor it’s fresh produce, right? Carlisle Bay’s revamped
Bloody Mary cocktail is a zesty mix of garlic-infused vodka
and homemade coulis using tomatoes straight from the
resort’s garden. Served rustic-style in a jam jar and garnished
with pickled peppers, carrots and cucumber, this cracking
concoction is low in calories and loaded with vitamins.
Available at the Jetty Grill at the Carlisle Bay resort.
Make a reservation by calling (+268) 484-0000.

Photo: Jason Pickering
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Where the heart is
Sugar Ridge homes: Built with boards and beams, created with love and dreams
With its clean crisp lines and
contemporary style, punctuated with retro
nods, Number 8 Sugar Ridge is the latest
property to receive the Charmaine touch.
It’s also the only house within the resort’s
elegant surrounds that as yet has no private
owner, meaning the Grenada-born designer
had carte blanche to beautify at whim.
From its hillside perch, enveloped
by tropical vegetation overlooking the
aquamarine waters of the Caribbean Sea,
few homes can boast such an inspiring
setting.
“The view is spectacular,” Charmaine
concurs. “It was important that nothing took
attention away from that. I never want my
interiors to distract from what’s happening
outside. Indoor/outdoor living is what it’s
about in the islands; this is the perfect
example of the inside flowing outside.”
The two-storey home – with three
bedrooms and four luxurious bathrooms
– is a vision in modern neutral accents
complemented by pops of bold colour and
subtle artwork.
‘Liveability’, too, is key. Who wants
a house that looks like a splash from
Homes & Gardens only for the arrival of a
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omewhere among the gleaming
marble counters and cream divans
spotted with aquamarine pillows is
“probably the most comfortable chair you
will ever sit in”.
Not that you can tell from looking at it.
The chair’s remarkable feature is the
bold cushion which smugly declares in
attention-seeking graphics ‘I LOVE THIS
PLACE’. If the cushion were human, she
would be recumbent, hands behind head,
feet outstretched, self-satisfied expression in
place.
“Go on, sit in it,” Charmaine BenjaminWerth says, “you won’t believe it.” She’s
right. Clearly the cushion knew something
I didn’t. “It breathes too; you will never get
hot sitting there.”
Charmaine’s done her research. As the
interior designer for not just Sugar Ridge’s
uber-stylish private homes but the entire
resort too, the little lounge chair with
‘bandage-strip’ cover is one of a handful of
her go-to items.
“It has that mid-century vibe and I
love that right now,” she continues, “I
love anything 50s or 60s style; that was a
glorious time.”
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Above: Charmaine Benjamin-Werth

neighbour’s toddler to trigger a mild panic
attack?
“Everything has been picked to suit
the climate; it’s a holiday home after
all. The fabrics are wipeable – I used
durable ‘Sunbrella’ fabrics which dry
very quickly. Even the sofas are light and
‘islandy’; everything breathes so it’s always
comfortable in warm temperatures.
“Number 8 is very family orientated,”
Charmaine adds. “I see a young family
here.”
With an electric gate for added peace
of mind and parking space for two vehicles,
the house occupies a half-acre plot of
landscaped lusciousness replete with date
palms and vibrant bougainvillea.
The open-plan interior includes
generous upstairs living space, kitchen with
modish chrome appliances, utility room
and guest washroom. All bedrooms have
walk-in closets and fully tiled en-suites with
rainfall showers. There are air-conditioning
units in each room while high vaulted
ceilings flood the place with air and light.
Glass sliding doors lead from the lounge
onto a sunset-facing verandah and glorious
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sundeck with infinity-edge plunge pool.
As if the enviable setting were not
enough, Number 8’s proud new owner will
also have unlimited access to Sugar Ridge’s
world-class restaurants, bar, gym, salon and
Aveda Concept spa.
Charmaine’s exquisite taste – honed
over the course of a 20-year career
spanning the Caribbean and USA – is
evident throughout the acclaimed resort,
from the understated cool chic of the
beauty salon to the strong mahogany tones
of the Sugar Club bar.

“

Glass sliding doors lead from
the lounge onto a sunsetfacing verandah and glorious
sundeck with infinity-edge
plunge pool.”
The brief she was given upon
appointment in 2007 is as memorable for
its liberty as its brevity.
“I was given one word to work with:
Sugar,” she laughs. “It’s definitely the
shortest brief I’ve ever had. First of all I
thought of sugarcane because of Antigua’s
sugar-producing history. But it had to have
a modern feel so I decided to bring history
into modern day times. For example, the
Sugar Club has the feel of a commissary;
you can see it’s quite industrial.
“In other parts of the resort I have used
lots of sugary white textiles, such as in the
bathrooms which have subtle tones and
textiles of sugar cubes.
“There’s some beautiful art work of
sugar cane and photos of Betty’s Hope
25
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plantation which are very modern, high
contrast images but evoke the feeling of
times gone by too.”
After the hotel opened in 2009,
Charmaine was enlisted to infuse her magic
into the resort’s private residences too.
“I try to make each villa as unique as
possible. It’s a sociable environment; the
people who buy them tend to visit each
other’s homes so I wanted them all to
look different while reflecting the owner’s
individual character and taste. Each client
has their own identity but you can see a
little bit of me in there too.”
Buyers interested in the resort’s 54
home plots can opt for a pre-designed
property or create their own with assistance
from Sugar Ridge’s development team. With
such engaging interiors and superlative
amenities at hand, there’s little doubt the
lucky new owners are going to really, really
love this place. n
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Number 8 Sugar Ridge is listed by
Luxury Locations for US$1,395,000.
Call (+268) 562-8174 for more
information or to arrange a viewing.
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The Athletic Club: taking care of your health and your
happiness too

Boot camp classes, along with spinning,
yoga and Pilates, are open to the public as
is the breeze-filled beauty room offering
a variety of massages and spa treatments.
Throw in free Wi-Fi and oodles of parking
spaces and it’s easy to see how the place
secured its reputation as a one-stop shop
for socialising and salubrity.
As any gym newbie will testify, a
friendly, unintimidating atmosphere is vital
to ensuring one’s foray into fitness lasts
longer than a six-tune playlist. The Athletic
Club, which marks its 10th anniversary this
year, is as popular for its affable ambience
as its first-rate facilities. Anyone wishing to
embark on a bespoke programme will find
eight exceptional personal trainers catering
to everyone from beginners to figure and
bodybuilding competitors.
For general manager Giselle Maginley,
there’s one more aspect that sets the
Athletic Club firmly apart: its tranquillity.
“It’s wonderfully serene with the feel of a
mini resort,” she says, “there’s nowhere else
on island quite like it.” n
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emember the days when working
out meant little more than sporadic
episodes of high impact aerobics
to the sound of Katrina and the Waves before rewarding your efforts with snacks as
dubious as your neon Lycra?
If you’re among today’s growing
number of gym junkies who recognise the
correlation between regular exercise and
overall wellbeing, you’re in good company.
Research shows more people than ever are
making fitness a feature of their daily life
along with clean living and a healthy diet.
From its prime location on the
boundary of the international airport, the
Athletic Club is arguably Antigua’s finest
fitness facility. Its centrepiece is the island’s
only 25-metre competitive lap pool, fringed
with sunloungers, and the fully-licensed
Vitality Kitchen and Bar where members
and non-members alike are welcome
to enjoy delicious smoothies and fresh,
health-conscious meals, cooked from
scratch with only natural ingredients.
The club’s luxurious 3,800 sqft
surrounds also include an air-conditioned
gym with vast range of Cybex strength and
cardio equipment and a specially designed
rubber floor to reduce injuries. The stylish
locker rooms, finished in oak and granite,
feature spotless shower cubicles and more
than 100 private lockers.

ns

A design for life

The Athletic Club is open 5am–9pm
Monday to Friday and 9am–5pm Saturday.
Vitality is open 11am–7pm Monday to
Friday and 9am-5pm Saturday.
Call (+268) 460-2582.
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The Luxe List
All products less than EC$25

2 GIRL’S BEST FRIEND
US$799

Few things are as indulgent as caviar and diamonds.
This luxuriant exfoliating mask expertly combines the
two into one nourishing, cleansing, collagen-boosting
treatment from Brilliance New York. Diamond peptide
and precious caviar extract - infused with sea mud,
green tea and aloe – work together to fight the signs
of aging and leave your skin positively radiant.
Available from Yofi in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 562-8373.

Lo

Traditional Caribbean herbal remedies
– passed down through generations –
have been given a fresh lease of life in a
wonderful new line of health and wellness
products. Natura Creations’ uncomplicated
chemical-free goodies are scrupulously
researched and crafted by Swiss botanist and
long-time Antiguan resident Sylvana Moses.
From herbal soap and after-sun cream to
DEET-free mosquito repellent and painrelieving spray, all ingredients are 100 per
cent natural, organic and sustainably grown.
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2 HERBAL HEALING

Available from Natura Creations in All Saints
Road, St John’s. Tel: (+268) 725-6402
Email info.naturahealthandhealing@gmail.com

2 ALL THE RAGE
Price on request

ns

From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island
to find you the coolest, sexiest and most stylish items
worthy of the Luxe List.
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Antigua’s less than manicured highways are undoubtedly
responsible for a few flat tyres and a good deal of handwringing. Yamaha’s all-new 2016 Wolverine R-Spec offers a
solution in the form of this robust two-seater slated to be the
most capable off-road vehicle on the market. With a compact
design, oodles of legroom and high bucket seats for optimum
comfort, it’s sure to make fellow road users green with envy.

Available exclusively from Outdoor World in Old Parham Road,
St John’s. Tel: (+268) 460-7211.
www.outdoorworldantigua.com

2 PRETTY PREHISTORIC
Prices vary

Own a piece of our rock - literally - with these exceptional pieces handcrafted
from fossilised coral 34 million years old. Discovered and patented by
Antiguan jeweller Hans Smit - dubbed a ‘modern day Faberge’ – ‘Antiguanite’
gemstones are created by grinding and polishing the coral which is then set
into unique silver and gold adornments, designed, made and sold exclusively
at Smit’s Redcliffe Quay boutique.
Available from The Goldsmitty in Redcliffe Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-4601.
www.goldsmitty.com
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2 FEELING FRUITY
US$96
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With fresh floral notes of orange blossom, bergamot, pear sorbet
and citron, this fantastically fruity fragrance is summer in a bottle.
The woody accents of amber and musk suggest the woman to wear
it is mysterious yet feminine, glamorous and totally irresistible.
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Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay,
St John’s. Tel: (+268) 462-3107.

2 TIMELESS APPEAL
US$9,000

There’s no excuse for tardiness with a watch that was originally designed
to time sporting events – and would later become NASA standard issue for
space travellers. The new Omega Speedmaster ‘57 coaxial chronograph
combines ultramodern watchmaking with 1950s high-octane charm. The
reimagined iconic timepiece is water resistant to 100m (330ft) and comes
with a four-year warranty.

Lo

Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.

2 FOOTLOOSE AND FABULOUS
Pants US$214, monokini US$225
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Give sticky weather the cold shoulder in these effortlessly
stylish georgette pants. The silky texture makes them ideal for
sultry daytimes – coupled with this eye-catching tangerine
monokini – or glamming up for evening with some sexy
sandals. Both are the creation of luxury resort wear brand
OndadeMar, known for its meticulous detailing and premium
fabrics.
Both available from Sunseakers in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-4523.

2 SUPERLATIVE STYLE

Ring US$3,750, bracelet US$4,500
It takes a special lady to pull off
both playful and glamorous at the
same time. Happily, David Yurman’s
exquisite marriage of colour and
texture in these sublime diamond
and gold pieces from his Waverly
collection means she doesn’t even
have to try. The New York designer’s
eponymous brand – going strong since
1980 – appeals to the free-spirited
female who’s always in vogue.
Both available now at Abbott’s
Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage
Quay, St John’s. Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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Below: Rosian Warrington.

fat percentage in the single digits takes an
incredible amount of self-discipline. On
an island renowned for its lackadaisical
approach to time-keeping, this is evident
when both interviewees are not just bang
on time but early.
That’s the plus side. The downside is
that meeting Orson Martin and Rosian
Warrington within the space of a few

Lo

earing first-hand the punishing
daily regime of a competitive
bodybuilder is a little like
kayaking the Zambezi River upstream:
exhausting just thinking about it.
Attempting to emulate it would probably
prove just as futile.
It goes without saying that achieving
a six-pack to rival Bruce Lee and a body
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If strong is the new skinny then it’s little wonder more of us are
pumping iron than ever before. We now know weight-training not only
helps you tone up, it can boost health and vitality too. But what about
those who push themselves to the ultimate? Here are the inspiring
stories of two people who battled against extreme odds – of very
different kinds – to emerge as champions in the cutthroat world of
bodybuilding and claim the gold for Antigua.
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Going for gold

hours leaves one feeling rather small and
inadequate by comparison. Rosian’s bonecrushing handshake by way of a greeting
does nothing to alleviate this.
At just 5ft 1inch, what she lacks in
height she makes up for in jaw-dropping
muscle definition. In fact the only thing
more impressive than her physique is the
astonishing story of quite how much she
has overcome to achieve it.
The Dominica-born, Antigua-raised
athlete suffered a galling end to what had
looked like a promising career in 2001
when endless injuries put paid to her USbased track and field scholarship. A lesser
individual would have been understandably
crushed.
But, driven by a competitive nature and
inherent determination, she has fought back
against chronic joint pain – exacerbated by
musculoskeletal disorder fibromyalgia – to
pursue her dreams.

Going for gold
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Federation of Bodybuilding & Fitness
championships in Grenada just weeks
later. But it wouldn’t be long before her old
injuries came back to haunt her.
“My hips, rotator cuff, knees, ankles
and back were all damaged from running,”
she says. It was seven years before she
made a return to the ABABWF competition,
again emerging victorious.
Another setback was to come. A bad
fall in 2012 dramatically weakened the
left side of her body. From bench-pressing
50lbs, she now struggled to lift five.
Rosian’s indomitable spirit can be
credited with her remarkable comeback.
The last three years have seen her battle
on – tweaking her exercises around her
injuries – to take part in six more national
and regional tournaments, snaring overall
winner in four of them.
Dogged resolution, of course, can
only get one so far. The 34-year-old’s brutal
regimen plays a major role, with each day
beginning at an eye-watering 3.30am.
Breakfast of six hardboiled eggs and a bowl of
oats is followed by a drive from her Mamora
Bay home to Xtreme gym in Friars Hill Road.
There she spends two hours weight-training
before heading to work in the office of Next
Level construction firm. After work, it’s back
to the gym for an hour of cardio.
“Even when I’m injured I still get up at
3.30am,” she continues. “By the time I get
home I am so tired I can fall asleep leaning
against a wall.”
Gearing up for a contest involves a
strict diet of nine meals a day to enhance
muscle mass. The other eight include three
whey protein shakes and five dishes of lean
meat with rice or potatoes.
“After you’ve been eating like that for
a while, there are a lot of things you don’t
crave anymore, like sugar which I used
to love,” Rosian says. The sheer quantity
of food takes its toll on the purse strings
instead, with monthly grocery bills topping
EC$3,000.
“I never weigh food or count calories.
And I have no idea what my body fat
percentage is either,” she laughs. “Focusing
on the little details takes the joy out of it for
me.”

Photo © CJ Photography

Above: Rosian sticks to a gruelling daily regimen to maintain her physique.

Back home in Antigua and intent on
maintaining her fitness level, Rosian’s
gruelling daily gym workouts caught the
attention of renowned local personal
trainer Steve Daley in 2004. “He started
encouraging me to compete. He’d say, ‘look
at that body, you can’t let that go to waste’,”
Rosian smiles.
Despite admitting to little preparation
or research before taking to the stage at
the national Amateur Bodybuilding &
Weightlifting Federation (ABABWF) awards

that same year, Rosian took home gold in
the body fitness category.
Body fitness is a more recent addition
to traditional bodybuilding. Characterised
by a softer look, it was created in a bid to
revamp the sport, suffering something of
an image problem due to high numbers
of women taking steroids and losing their
‘feminine’ edge.
Success in her very first contest had
Rosian “hooked”. That was cemented
by a follow-up gold at the International
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Below: Orson Martin.

changing decision to enter a rehabilitation
programme to kick an addiction to alcohol
and drugs. Home in Antigua, his new
healthier lifestyle was accompanied by
regular workouts where, like Rosian, he
was spurred on by a fellow gym-goer –
local restaurateur and film producer Bert
Kirchner.
Since taking part in his first
competition in 2002, he’s won the national
bodybuilding championships three times
– a title which comes with the salient
accolade of ‘Mr Antigua’. In 2004 he
claimed his first international gold at the
CAC awards in the Bahamas.
For the last three consecutive years,
Orson has competed nationally and
regionally retaining his Mr Antigua status
in 2014 and proving himself a force to be
reckoned with overseas too.
It will come as little surprise, perhaps,
that for one driven by such scrupulous
self-discipline there’s no such thing as
celebrating a win with a pizza and putting
one’s feet up for a while.
“I might slow down for a couple of
weeks after a show but I’m still working
out,” he says.
That involves three hours a day of tough
weight-training and cardiovascular exercise
at the Athletic Club in Coolidge where
he fits his sessions around his work as a
personal trainer there.
Heightened motivation came after
winning gold at CAC for the third time in
St Maarten in November. Orson has now
taken on a trainer of his own. “Having
someone there to push you helps you get
that extra rep that you wouldn’t on your
own,” he says. It also makes it a lot safer
when bench-pressing a staggering 335 lbs.
These days, Orson sticks to his stringent
routine for around eight months a year. The
weeks leading up to a contest see him rise
at 3.30am for a protein-packed, energyboosting breakfast of steak and sweet
potatoes.
Getting optimum intake of vital
nutrients can easily rack up EC$10,000 in
a couple of months. “I have three or four
steaks a day, some days as many as 14 or
15 eggs, plus my carbs, such as brown

“
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myself, one day Rosie, you will make it
there.”
She knows it won’t be an easy
task. “The fibromyalgia gives me pain
everywhere and can make you depressed
too. I have a very high tolerance for pain
now; it’s become one of those things that’s
just part of me. Some days I wonder why
I keep doing this but I’ve made it this far, I
can’t stop now.”
Orson Martin knows how she feels. His
own introduction to the sport also followed
an acute personal struggle – albeit of a very
different kind.
Fifteen years ago, after several years
living in the USA, he made the life-
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This August will see Rosian strike a
pose once again at Antigua’s national
championships. “My ultimate goal is to
win overall at CAC [Central American &
Caribbean league] and get my pro-card so I
can compete in the US.
“I can’t put into words how it feels on
stage. When they play the national anthem,
it’s the best feeling ever.”
Whenever she needs an extra push,
there’s one image that gives her the
impetus.
“I visualise doing my turns on the
Olympia stage in Las Vegas. That’s the
top, top show for bodybuilding athletes;
it doesn’t get much bigger than that. I tell
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rice. And then there’s all the supplements,
with two protein shakes a day and lots of
vitamins,” he explains.
Orson admits the lifestyle can be
arduous. “I do a lot of crash dieting too; it
does take a toll on me. Because I compete
in the light/middleweight bodybuilding
category, a weight of 176 lbs is ideal;
generally my weight is around 190 lbs.
“When I get to a competition I am often
a few pounds over the maximum weight.
Last November in St Maarten, I had one
hour to lose five pounds. I just ran and ran,
up and down the road, with my sweats on,
until I shed it. By the time I finished, I was
almost hallucinating.”
While competing can be extremely
stressful both mentally and physically, Orson
says he would miss the endorphins created
during his intense workouts most of all.

Above: Orson Martin (centre) retains the Mr Antigua title at the 2014 national bodybuilding
championships.
“In some ways it’s a transferred
addiction; I guess I can be an extremist,”
he says. “I feel so good when I finish – I
am in a better place when I’m working
out. And my family and friends love what
I do too; they’ve seen the other side of me
of course.”

Aside from the cosmetic aspect, Orson
adds, bodybuilding helps strengthen the
bones, along with one’s self-esteem. “Any
time I need an extra kick I visualise myself
raising that trophy.” n
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Better, faster, stronger: how to
train like a pro

Nutritional know-how is vital. “As a
competitive bodybuilder my diet is very
strict and not for everyone. So I make more
practical suggestions for lifestyle changes;
something people can keep up.
“I tell my clients sugar is the enemy.
Also that there are good carbs and bad
carbs; avoid starchy ones like white rice
and flour.” Instead, he recommends brown
rice or even sprouted grain bread which has
no yeast.
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s your workout lacking a little, well,
muscle? Enlisting the help of a
professional may give you the zest
you need. We asked Antiguan personal
trainer Orson Martin, qualified with the
International Fitness Professionals Association
(IFPA) since 2005, for a few pointers.
“The first thing I tell my clients is not
to look at the big changes but the small
ones – like flexibility and endurance,” he
said. “Maybe they used to walk up a flight
of stairs and get tired; now they can do it
faster. Perhaps they used to have no energy;
soon they start feeling more energetic and
their joints don’t hurt as much.”
One memorable success story is a
65-year-old male client who was delighted
to drop 20 lbs in weight. “He started
gaining muscle mass too, which is really
hard to do at that age,” Orson, who works
at the Athletic Club in Coolidge, continued.
“And his fitness level increased to the extent
where he could easily run five kilometres
when he would have struggled before. He
was totally elated. Once people start seeing
results they work much harder.”

Top training tips
• Lifting weights first, followed by cardio
exercise, helps shift those stubborn
pounds. Orson says: “That way your		
glycogen level is low so you burn more
fat.”
• Don’t ignore the weights! Orson says:
“Doing pure cardio and no weight-		
training means you burn the muscles you
need to lose fat.”
• Don’t eat after 7pm.
• Don’t eat to bursting point, just enough
to be satisfied.

A personal trainer can help you track your
progress, avoid injury and reach your goals

Power playlist
Motivational music helps get the blood
pumping. Orson’s top three tunes are:
• ‘That Power’ – Will.i.am
• ‘Roar’ – Katy Perry
• ‘Till I Collapse’ – Eminem
33
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How Janis Hough can help you be happier
‘happiness coaching’ is geared towards
helping people move forward in their
professional and personal lives in a fashion
they choose, rather than one they feel has
been chosen for them.
The methods she uses are an
intriguing assortment of techniques
including hypnotherapy, neuro-linguistic
programming (NLP) and thought field
therapy (TFT). The latter she describes as
“acupuncture without needles; I tap their
channels using their energy.”
Developed by American psychologist
Dr Roger Callahan in the 1980s, TFT
involves sequential tapping procedures
applied to the body’s meridian points
to balance one’s energy and eliminate
negative emotion.
NLP, Janis says, is a “little like Norton
anti-virus for the brain.” Created in the
1970s, it works on the principle that
there’s a connection between neurological
processes, language and behavioural
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“

Janis has been practicing for
more than a decade and works
with a wide variety of people
via seminars and workshops...”
Renowned US psychiatrist Dr Milton
Erickson believed that a hypnotic trance
was a naturally occurring state that people
experienced regularly during daily life. It
was his ability to access and utilise this
natural state that became the pioneering
model used today.
Janis, a long-time visitor to Antigua
before eventually making it her home last
year, has been practicing for more than a
decade and works with a wide variety of
people via seminars and workshops, face to
face, and even over the internet.
“My clients say I help them make
changes that have had them in therapy for
a decade - and now they’re not anymore,”
Janis says. “They often say I don’t really
know what you did; all I know is I don’t feel
the same way I used to.
“People are not stuck and they’re not
broken. They need to know they already
have the answers, they have their hand on
the door, but maybe they’re scared to turn
the handle.
“They end up living in the comfort
of discomfort. They assume recovery will
be painful or difficult because that’s what
institutional therapies have us believe.
But I’m not interested in those, I am about
learning in a different way.”
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ith the stresses of modern
life presenting perhaps more
challenges than ever before,
life coaching has become one of the
world’s biggest consultation businesses.
Despite more relevant qualifications
than you can shake a stick at – an enviable
feat in a largely unregulated sector – Janis
Hough is reluctant to describe herself as a
life coach.
In fact, she’d prefer to first tell you
what she’s not. And that list also includes
therapist, psychotherapist and shrink.
“I don’t like to pigeon-hole what I do,”
she says. “What I am is a head mechanic;
I help people to use their brain to make
changes that are useful. Basically, I help
them get through stuff, around stuff and
over stuff.”
That ‘stuff’ might encompass anything
from dealing with fears and phobias, to
addictions, weight issues and relationships.
She can even help you to be happier. Her
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Talking heads

patterns learned through experience.
Advocates claim these behavioural
patterns can be altered to achieve specific
goals in life. For example, a recent
client had a terrible fear of hospitals. To
reprogramme the client’s view of hospitals
as threatening, Janis suggested she inwardly
rename it a ‘help centre’.
Janis also employs the use of
Ericksonian hypnotherapy, generally
considered a gentler form of
communication with the unconscious mind
than its traditional counterpart.

Visit www.janishough.com for more
information.
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Do you recognise any of these?

Hypnotherapist, NLP and
TFT Trainer now in Antigua to help
you live the life you deserve

– Stress, anxiety, depression
– Fears and phobias such as fear of flying or spiders
– Overweight
– Lack of motivation and low self confidence

ca
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If you are ready to live life and be healthier and happier, book your space to change now.
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– Smoking & drinking too much

Janis Hough helps you get from where you are now to where you want to be by
making changes easily.

Janis Hough
International Transformative Life Coach
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Email janis@janishough.com or find us on Facebook (facebook.com/LifeCoachAntigua) or Twitter @janishough

ENGAGE.

Meet the real jet-set of Jumby Bay
last three decades have seen almost 450
sea turtles tagged for monitoring and the
number of those nesting on Pasture Beach
increase three-fold.
Dr Seth Stapleton, from the University
of Minnesota, is the man tasked with
overseeing the study’s critical work.

“

always been perceived as too skittish to
study but the results of that first trip proved
promising and the research continued.
The meticulous work involves hourly
beach patrols every night for the duration
of the five and a half month annual nesting
season. Females laying their eggs are
identified and steps taken where necessary
to ensure the precious yield is safe.
“In 2014 we had a record year with
nearly 90 turtles nesting there. When the
project started there were about 30,” Dr
Stapleton said. “It’s fantastic to think that
we see every single turtle nesting on Pasture
Beach. This really sets this project apart.
“What’s even more remarkable is that
we’re continuing to see some of the same
turtles that were first tagged in the late
1980s returning to nest here. They were
originally tagged when they were around
15 to 20 years old and a few are still
reproducing decades later.”
The unique scheme has seen more data
collected about the elusive creatures than
anywhere else on the planet.
“Jumby Bay has been instrumental in
providing much ecological information.
Many details we now take for granted we
learned there – for example, that hawksbills
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aying a visit to Jumby Bay’s most
revered residents is not without
its restrictions. The private island’s
reclusive community have several
requirements. Picture ID must be carried at
all times, no person will be admitted without
prior approval, noise must be limited to a
loud whisper, and there should be absolutely
no flash photography. Reprobates will be
immediately and unceremoniously escorted
back to the mainland.
Jumby Bay’s distinguished inhabitants
may lay claim to one of the most exclusive
addresses in the region but that shouldn’t
be taken as an excuse to dress to the
nines either. Recommended attire for a
rendezvous includes sensible shoes and a
raincoat.
The reasons for such stringency
are fairly simple. The island’s treasured
hawksbill turtles – listed as critically
endangered since 1996 – are the subject
of the world’s longest-running hawksbill
research and protection programme. And
they’ve called this place home far longer
than their human counterparts.
Next year will mark the 30th
anniversary of the project which is entirely
funded by Jumby Bay’s homeowners. The
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The exclusive private isle where endangered sea turtles reign supreme

The unique scheme has seen
more data collected about
the elusive creatures than
anywhere else on the planet.”
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“Hawksbills’ primary threat was
harvest for their shells,” he explained.
“The beautifully coloured tortoiseshell was
used to make products such as jewellery
and sunglasses. Although the trade is now
banned and turtles are protected under
various regulations and agreements, the
historical harvest was so large that their
numbers are now a tiny fraction of what
they were a couple of hundred years ago.”
The project first came about when turtle
expert Dr Jim Richardson was invited to
Jumby Bay in 1986 by prominent Antiguan
lawyer John Fuller to investigate a potential
hawksbill nesting beach. The creatures had

Photo © Kathryn Levasseur
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Dr Seth Stapleton
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don’t nest every year; they nest four or five
times in one year, laying around 150 eggs
each time and then skip a year or two,” Dr
Stapleton continued.
“But there’s still so much we don’t
know, such as how long they live. My
ballpark guess would be 50 to 60.”
Because turtles are tagged when in their
so-called ‘nesting trance’, most of the data
collated is about adult females. Researchers
are now taking genetic tissue from the
hatchlings to compile information about the
males too.
For Dr Stapleton, who has been
involved with the project since 2004, the
work extends beyond a scientific endeavour
and into a clear passion.
“I find sea turtles fascinating when
you consider that they’ve been around for
millions of years,” he said. “And how they
conduct their lives is interesting too; they
spend just a fraction of it on land. They go

into the water as a hatchling and then are
not seen again until they’re about the size
of a dinner plate.”
Like all animals, turtles play an
important ecological role. “Hawksbills are
a keystone species,” he continued. “They
primarily eat sponges which helps keep
sponges in check and contributes to the
overall health of coral reefs.”
Dr Stapleton’s plans for the upcoming
months include deploying, for the first
time in more than a decade, three satellite
transmitters to track hawksbills’ movements.
“We’ve had the locations of a few
turtles reported to us by fishermen who
notice the tags and call them in but this will
enable us to better assess where they travel
after nesting. We’re also very excited about
a genetics programme led by a graduate
student at the University of South Carolina,”
he said.
“That work is assessing the relatedness
Turtle watching nights help educate
the public about the species
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Eggs are sometimes relocated to safer ground.

To my knowledge, there is
no other project like this
that’s completely funded and
supported by residents.”
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One of the biggest challenges facing the
species’ continuation is the limited number
of hatchlings which survive the omnipresent
predators. With just one in 1,000 making
it to adulthood, the odds are stacked firmly
against them. Exacerbating matters further
is hawksbills’ late maturation; they don’t
usually begin to reproduce until they’re at
least 15 years old.
For Ashton Williams, a board member
of Antigua’s Environmental Awareness
Group (EAG) which hosts occasional turtle
watching nights at Jumby Bay, that’s even
more reason to step up efforts to protect
them. Sadly, he said, a small number of
turtles are still killed for their meat on the
mainland.
“We were following turtle tracks
recently at Rendezvous Bay when the
marks suddenly stopped. We could see
where a turtle had been flipped over and
dragged away. Thankfully the younger
generation aren’t that interested in turtle
meat but some of the older folk still have a
taste for it.
“There’s also a myth that the eggs are an
aphrodisiac,” Mr Williams explained. “I tell
people the eggs are not a magic potion; the
only thing they will give you is very high
cholesterol.”
Like Dr Stapleton, Mr Williams’
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of hawksbills nesting on Jumby Bay and in
Antigua, including incidences of motherdaughter pairs. This will help us to better
understand how long it takes Caribbean
hawksbills to reach maturity.”
Of course, none of this would be
possible without the support of Jumby
Bay’s big-hearted homeowners. “To my
knowledge, there is no other project like
this that’s completely funded and supported
by residents,” Dr Stapleton concurred.
“The hawksbill programme is a significant
part of the island’s community and we are
incredibly grateful for that.”
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Meet the real jet-set of Jumby Bay
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affection for the animals is tangible. He has
been working with the country’s marine life
for the last 35 years.
“I love turtles’ gracefulness and their
ability to navigate such vast distances.
But what I love most about them is their
determination. The female leaves her
environment and puts herself in so much
danger all for the survival of her offspring,”
he said. “When she goes into her nesting
trance she’s totally vulnerable to predators.
To go through all that just to be killed by a
man, it really hurts.”
Happily for Jumby Bay’s reptilian
population, the protected haven today
has the proud status of one of the world’s
densest hawksbill nesting sites with one
every two to three metres. Guided by
the light of the moon, thousands of tiny
hatchlings scurry their way into the ocean
each season. Once there, it’s over to the
mercy of Mother Nature. Only she knows
what fate awaits them then. n
Visit www.jbhp.org for more information
about the Jumby Bay Hawksbill Project,
including how you can help support its
work.
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3 What do you love most about the
Caribbean?
It has to be Necker Island. It is a beautiful
jewel in the British Virgin Islands and the
place my family and I call home.

3 What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
ever been given?
My mother always taught me never to look
back in regret but to move on to the next
thing. The amount of time people waste
dwelling on failures rather than putting that
energy into another project always amazes
me. A setback is never a bad experience,
just a learning curve.

3 What’s the most important advice you’d
give somebody starting a new business?
Here are my top five ‘secrets’.
Number one: Enjoy what you’re doing.
Starting a business is a huge amount of hard
work, requiring a great deal of time; you
had better enjoy it.
Number two: Create something that stands
out. Whether you have a product, a service
or a brand, it is not easy to start a company
and to survive and thrive in the modern
world. In fact, you’ve got to do something
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3 Have you ever been to Antigua?
Yes I have been to Antigua. It is a fantastic
country and one I visited when Virgin
sponsored the Antigua Hawksbills cricket
team.

3 What’s your proudest achievement/
biggest regret?
My proudest achievement is becoming a
husband, a father and now a grandfather to
three wonderful grandchildren.
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Almost four decades after buying his own piece of Caribbean
paradise, Sir Richard Branson is one of the region’s most famous
residents, entrepreneurs and ambassadors. A keen kitesurfer and
sailor, the 65-year-old is known too for his philanthropy which
has extended to supporting Antiguan cricketers. Here the British
billionaire businessman – who prefers to describe himself as a “tieloathing adventurer and trouble-maker” – speaks exclusively to Luxury
Locations The Magazine.
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Virgin territory

3 What’s the first thing you do when you
get up in the morning?
I normally wake up around 5am and
answer my emails. I try to always do
some exercise too in the morning and will
normally go to either the gym, play a game
of tennis or go kitesurfing.
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3 Environmental sensitivities have long
played a role in your business ventures.
What would you say to encourage more
people to help protect our planet?
It’s really in our hands whether our children
and their children inherit the same world. I
believe business can be at the heart of the
solution to our environmental problem and
think customers should demand businesses
adopt green measures or invest towards a
greener future.
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radically different to make a mark today.
Number three: Create something that
everybody who works for you is really
proud of. Businesses generally consist of a
group of people, and they are your biggest
assets.
Number four: Be a good leader. As a leader
you have to be a really good listener. You
need to know your own mind but there
is no point in imposing your views on
others without some debate. No one has a
monopoly on good ideas or good advice.
Number five: Be visible. A good leader
does not get stuck behind a desk. I’ve never
worked in an office – I’ve always worked
from home – but I get out and about,
meeting people. It seems I am travelling
all the time but I always have a notebook
in my back pocket to jot down questions,
concerns or good ideas.
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3 What do you do to relax?
I find exercise helps me relax a lot; if I’m on
Necker I usually go kitesurfing.
3 What’s your all-time favourite album?
Mike Oldfield’s ‘Tubular Bells’.

3 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you?
People may find it very hard to believe but I
was very shy when I was a young man.
3 Who do you most admire and why?
I have long admired Nelson Mandela.
He had amazing courage and conviction
overcoming a corrupt political system.
Nelson Mandela’s life story is one of those
great examples of truth being even stranger
than fiction.

3 You have already left a tremendous
legacy – what would be the one thing you
would most like people to remember you
for?
To have created one of the most respected
and admired companies in the world. Also
through our foundation Virgin Unite, to
have encourage and inspired people to
believe that they can make a real difference
– all they need is the confidence to get out
there and give it a go. n
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access to all of the resort’s award-winning
facilities. These include three restaurants,
swimming pools, floodlit tennis court,
water sports centre, gym, salon and Elemisbranded spa.

“

Available fully furnished, they
offer almost 500 square feet of
luxuriant living space located
just steps from the beach.”
Because the rooms fall within Blue
Waters’ rental programme, they are
meticulously maintained by the resort
which means no running or maintenance
costs for owners who will be free to enjoy
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here may be a reason why official
signage pointing the way to the
Blue Waters resort on Antigua’s
winsome north coast is a little on the short
side. Those frequenting the understated
cool of this Caribbean utopia, set among
picture postcard perfection, want to keep it
all to themselves.
Happily, for the billboard-shunning
complex and its discerning guests, it just
got easier to earmark one’s very own piece
of paradise. Almost 50 of the hotel’s deluxe
en-suite bedrooms were recently launched
onto the market for the first time. For as
little as US$485,000, savvy buyers can
purchase an enviable holiday pad with
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Investment opportunities abound at the family-run resort
where guests are treated like relatives
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Holiday hideaway with
all the comforts of home

their new home away from home for three
weeks each year. This unique opportunity
also guarantees buyers a three per cent
return on their investment for four years and
a 50/50 income split thereafter.
Exquisitely styled in contemporary
neutral accents with modern fixtures
and fittings, all of the rooms for sale are
being totally refurbished. Available fully
furnished, they offer almost 500 square feet
of luxuriant living space located just steps
from the beach.
Set among lush gardens peppered with
striking tropical plants, Blue Waters is a
haven for nature lovers with an abundance
of exotic birds who also flock to enjoy
the peaceful environs. There are three
secluded beach coves, nine fresh water
pools, a Jacuzzi and three swimming pools,
including one for adults only.
No vacation would be complete
without delectable cuisine. Whether
seduced by insouciant dining with toes in
the sand or an intimate meal for two as
the sun sets on the horizon, foodies will
be spoilt for choice. All three acclaimed
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eateries – Palm, Cove and the adults-only
Bartleys – serve up a variety of international
and authentic Caribbean fare. There are
also three bars, perfect for experiencing the
spirit of Antigua & Barbuda with friends old
and new.
It’s now more than five decades since
the Blue Waters resort opened its doors
for business. One aspect that’s as evident
today as when the luxury complex served
its first cocktail back in 1960 is the friendly
atmosphere that envelopes guests new and
old from the moment they set foot inside.
It’s an ambience that can be felt in the
warmest of welcomes, each sensuous spa
treatment and every bite of the mouthwatering cuisine.
Little surprise perhaps that the
management team’s passion for their
work has garnered a fistful of impressive
awards over the years. A regular winner
at the prestigious annual World Travel
Awards, Blue Waters has been repeatedly
named Antigua & Barbuda’s leading hotel,
and has also earned a highly coveted
43
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There are three secluded
beach coves, nine fresh water
pools, a Jacuzzi and three
swimming pools, including
one for adults only.”
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recommendation from Conde Nast
Johansens.
Ron Randall, who is a British-born
entrepreneur, bought the hotel in 1984
after falling in love with it following several
family holidays there. Thirty years later,
plus a major expansion and overhaul, Blue
Waters has firmly earned its place as one of
the brightest jewels in the country’s crown
with a very professional management team.
Mr Randall is the main architect behind
the gardens and the development planning
that have been his passion and involvement
over the last 30 years.
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Blue Waters
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The Randalls know that today’s
discerning travellers expect nothing but the
best. To stay ahead of the competition, Blue
Waters strives for continuous improvement
which includes regular refurbishments
to maintain its uber-chic surrounds and
elegant style.
There’s one more reason investors’
eyes are beginning to focus on this sublime
spot. In December 2014, Blue Waters was
officially approved for Antigua & Barbuda’s
citizenship by investment programme.
That means buyers are eligible to apply for
an Antigua & Barbuda passport without
having to sacrifice their passport of origin.
In addition to enjoying all the benefits
of an Antiguan citizen, passport holders
usually pay less tax while increasing their
global mobility with visa-free travel to 130
countries worldwide.
Little wonder then that more and more
people are viewing a property purchase
here as the best way to snare a sundrenched
retreat, generate some income and invest in
their future. n

Blue Waters properties are for sale
exclusively through Luxury Locations.
Email info@luxurylocations.com or
call (+268) 562-8174 for details or to arrange
a viewing.
44
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Antigua’s toughest terrain is no match for Yamaha’s 2016
Wolverine R-Spec
Lauded as the most capable
Recreational Off-road Vehicle (ROV) on
the market, potholes, puddles, hills and
beaches are no match for the Wolverine
which is created especially for the
adventurous.

“
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The Wolverine sets a new
standard for durability and
quality...”

The car-like cabin features high bucket
seats offering ultimate comfort and support
for the driver. With more than ample
legroom, three-point seat belts, shoulder
bolsters and an adjustable passenger
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f you could pick a superpower, what
would it be? The ability to travel
anywhere? Unrivalled technological
knowhow? A knack for enchanting
everyone you encounter with your
irresistible physique? How about all three,
all contained within one mighty fourwheeled machine.
The new 2016 Yamaha Wolverine
R-Spec has stormed its way into Antigua.
And it’s every bit as robust as its Marvel
namesake. Just like the X-Men superhero,
this two-seater off-road hero boasts
supreme physical capabilities and the
muscle to tackle anything that comes its
way.
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Built for this rock

handhold, the Wolverine is designed with
the driver and passenger in mind.
Featuring a 708cc single-cylinder,
liquid-cooled four-stroke engine and
Yamaha’s Ultramatic CVT automatic
transmission, this two-person vehicle
promises unparalleled off-road action. A
simple dial twist takes you from two-wheel
drive to four-wheel limited slip and fourwheel full differential lock.
Lack of storage for small valuables is
no issue with the Wolverine. There’s a large
centre console separating the seats, a cubby
in the centre of the dash and a glovebox.
Other interior features include two-cup
holders, a 12V direct current outlet for
powering various items, a digital display
panel with speedometer, odometer, dual
trip meters, clock, fuel gauge and gear
position indicator.
Yamaha’s latest side-by-side knocks
the socks off competitors with an all
new chassis and stylish compact design.
The Wolverine sets a new standard for
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durability and quality and is made for offroad enthusiasts and explorers looking to
navigate tight technical trails and extreme
terrain.
With a host of inspired accessories –
including grab bars, skid plate, spare tyre
mount, folding windshield and a cargo bed
box – it’s time to buckle up and prepare for
the ride of your life. n

The 2016 Yamaha Wolverine R-Spec
is available now from Outdoor World
on Old Parham Road, Antigua.
The authorised Yamaha dealer on
island, Outdoor World provides full
servicing, repairs and maintenance
too.
Visit www.outdoorworldantigua.com
or call (+268) 736-6292 for details.
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Sports to make you smile
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2 Channel your chi
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Exercise doesn’t have to be a chore. We high-kicked, shimmied
and fist-pumped our way around Antigua to find the best ways to
keep fit the fun way. Here are our top picks for getting physical – all
guaranteed to put a smile on your face and a spring in your step.

2 Calling all dance divas

Love the idea of a dance class but hate the rigidity of
following set moves? Choreograph your own routine–
incorporating genres as diverse as hip-hop, African,
salsa and soca - under the tutelage of amiable teacher
Karen Brookes. The basic level class for adults is on
Friday evenings making it the perfect place to kickstart
the weekend.
Classes are held Fridays from 5.30-6.30pm at the
Athletic Club in Coolidge. Drop-in fee is EC$25. Call
732-1112.
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Qigong means ‘working with the qi – life energy’. This ancient Chinese
practice – which blends gentle postures with conscious breathing and
mental focus – has been shown to lower blood pressure, increase vitality
and strengthen muscles. With moves much easier than the pronunciation,
just half an hour a day pays dividends of emotional wellbeing too.
Classes available at the Powder Room Spa, Admiral’s Inn, English Harbour.
Call 460-1027.
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2 Join the red-eye ramble

Don’t be deterred by the dawn departure. The spectacular sunrises
witnessed by the ‘5am Hikers’ on Saturday mornings make the rude
awakening well worth the effort. The eminently upbeat bunch usually walk
three to four miles taking in some of Antigua’s most scenic sites. Whether
it’s Mamora Bay, Christian Valley or the Pillars of Hercules, each jaunt
promises the wow factor. You can high-five us later.
Join the ‘5AM HIKE’ Facebook group for details of weekly departure points.
Hikes are free of charge.

2 Enlist a four-legged friend

In need of a little extra motivation? Delegate your self-discipline to your dog. In
addition to being man’s best friend he’s an ideal workout partner who’s always
in the mood for a gentle jog on the beach. Just remember to stick to the coolest
times of the day and take along plenty of water for him. Fitness with Fido is free
of charge while the feel-good factor is off the chart.
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2 Shake it like Shakira
The vivacious vibe of Zumba spawned its tagline,
‘ditch the workout, join the party’. Its Latin-inspired,
high-energy dance moves make it one of the biggest
calorie-burners and best cardiovascular programmes
around. At Xtreme Gym’s ‘Zumba Gold’ classes aimed at an older crowd - the grin factor is sky-high.
Classes are held Wednesdays and Fridays at 9.30am at
Xtreme Gym in Friars Hill Road. Drop-in fee is EC$15.
Call 562-7482.

2 Energise at sunrise

With pumping tunes and a euphoric atmosphere, spinning promises
a cardio blast like no other. These high-energy indoor cycling
classes induce endorphins by the bucket load, help shed pounds
and build endurance. You can set your own pace, making it suitable
for all fitness levels. And because it’s low impact, it’s kind to the
joints.
Classes are held Mondays and Wednesdays at 7.15pm at the
Athletic Club in Coolidge. Drop-in fee is EC$25. Call 460-2582.

2 Jiggle like an Egyptian
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Wiggle your way to enviable abs
with traditional Arabian belly
dancing classes. This fabulously
fun workout is a great way to
burn calories, tone your core and
improve flexibility, posture and
balance. German-born instructor
Linda Swann, who has 30 years
experience under her goldsequinned belt, says mastering the
moves takes around five classes
and can even ease minor back
pain.
Advanced classes are held Tuesdays
at 5pm at the International Culture
Centre in Piccadilly. For information
on new beginners’ classes call
Linda Swann on 723-4243.

Martial arts enthusiast Kershel St Helene promises to banish
the morning blues with his energising Sand Blast workout. A
combination of cardio, twisting, stretching and weight resistance
moves, the class has been specially created to lubricate the joints,
expand the lungs, tighten abs and sharpen reflexes. And all from a
spectacular beach setting.
Classes are
EC$10 and take
place Tuesdays,
Thursdays and
Saturdays at
6.15am on
Darkwood Beach.
Call (+268) 7241777.
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2 Get in a spin

The jury’s still out on whether the primary focus for the Antigua
Hash House Harriers is socialising or exercising. What these
year-round fortnightly events also provide is an unbeatable
backdrop for countryside exploration, photography and interesting
conversation among runners and walkers of all ages and abilities.
Trails are usually five to seven miles long and rounded off with a
cold beer and barbecue supper.
Visit the Antigua Hash House Harriers’ Facebook page for details
of departure points. Hashes are free to join.
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2 Mud, sweat and beers

2 Make waves on a paddleboard
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With the ability to burn up to 800 calories an hour and a six-pack
thrown in for good measure, it’s no wonder stand-up paddleboarding
(SUP) has skyrocketed in popularity. Remaining upright on an
unsteady surface isn’t as easy as it looks, with the result you use just
about every muscle in the body. Antigua’s kindly climes, bewitching
beaches and stunning waters are the icing on the cake.
Paddleboards are available for hire from Adventure Antigua.
Email info@adventureantigua.com or call 726-6355.

2 Fight stress, find serenity

Photo: Adventure Antigua

Named in tribute to its
smooth, fluid movements,
Vinyasa Flow yoga helps
expel toxins, improve
respiration and posture, and
increase strength, flexibility
and muscle tone. For
Vancouver-trained teacher
Lina Montenegro, ‘Flow’ is
“the best way to find a deep
connection between mind
and body and learn how to
relax in day to day life”. You
may even sculpt a body like Lina’s in the process.
Beginners/intermediary classes are at Sugar Ridge resort
Wednesday at 8am and Saturday at 10am. Drop-in fee is
EC$30. Call 562-7700.
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In need of a little respite?
Gunpowder House, spa, pool and Boom
restaurant has helped Admiral’s carve a
niche for itself as an unrivalled haven for
R&R.
The halcyon surrounds are
complemented by all natural, healthy
cuisine, invigorating spa treatments and
innovative activities to rejuvenate guests
from the inside out.
“The new facilities added a whole new
dimension to the hotel,” Astrid, whose
family has lived in Antigua since 1960,
continues. “People are now coming to
us for far longer stays – and booking in
advance for next year too.”
Head chef Matthew Carpenter, who
trained at Michelin Star eateries in his
native Britain, prides himself on sourcing
the freshest local ingredients for the inn’s
two restaurants, Pillars and Boom. Together
with sous chef Wenty Barnes, the focus is
on simple fare with little reliance on the
salt, butter and cream that afflict both the
waistline and wellbeing.
Many dishes are prepared using the
sous-vide method which involves slowly
cooking the food in airtight plastic bags in
low temperature waterbaths. This not only
seals in the flavours but retains the nutrients
too.
Waterside restaurant Pillars is renowned
for its English Sunday roasts with all the
trimmings, along with just-off-the-line
wahoo and snapper and specials like Thai
shrimp salad or green curry mussels. Its
‘Healthy Start’ breakfast is a vitalising blend
of yogurt, fresh fruit, muesli and honey.

Pillars’ poolside counterpart Boom is more
casual, a sublime spot to while away an
insouciant few hours with light music,
daybeds and stunning dockyard vistas.
Delicious light creations include Alaska
salad and moules mariniere.
At the Powder Room Spa, massages,
facials, manicures and pedicures, even
hair treatments, are available in a special
relaxation room or al fresco in a private
curtained area facing the glorious harbour
view.
Acupuncture, reflexology and reiki are
on offer to stimulate the senses, eliminate
toxins and soothe the soul. Guests can
also sign up for group or individual tuition
in yoga or Qigong, a traditional Chinese
practice incorporating gentle physical
postures with breathing techniques and
mental focus.
But it doesn’t have to be all about
rest and recuperation here. With the
bustle of English Harbour just around the
corner, there’s plenty to keep nightlife
seekers entertained along with sailing and
watersports enthusiasts.
“The hotel is an incredibly serene
retreat,” Astrid adds. “People love to just
sit on the terrace watching the frigate birds
diving from the pillars, or lounging in the
hammocks, reading and observing the
boats. It’s the perfect place to sit and watch
the world go by – yet just five minutes from
all the activities the area is known for.” n
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here’s a saying that while a
vacation used to be a luxury, these
days it’s become a necessity. Stress,
it seems, is the bane of modern life with a
recent study concluding it strikes most of us
an alarming 14 times a day.
For Astrid Deeth, co-director of
Admiral’s Inn – a place where angst and
anxiety are on permanent French leave
– the most rewarding part of her role is
witnessing the total transformation of her
guests.
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From R&R to cuisine and Qigong, Admiral’s Inn takes care of you from the inside out
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“Admiral’s is a wonderful place to
de-stress and relax,” Astrid says. “You see
people arrive, concerned about work,
overwrought and over-tired. One of the
most gratifying aspects of the business is
to see them let go, be happy and carefree,
laughing and enjoying life – which is the
way it should be.”
Anyone who’s ever visited the elegant
boutique hotel, set in the heart of Nelson’s
Dockyard, knows exactly what she means.
From its romantic waterfront setting,
the 18th century inn effuses calm and
tranquillity, offering just the right blend of
contemporary luxury and whimsical historic
charm. Here, time is measured by moments,
not clocks.
It’s three years since the graceful
buildings underwent a major overhaul to
restore them to the glory of their nautical
heyday. The addition of the adjacent
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Visit www.admiralsantigua.com for
more information

The Admiral’s Inn & Gunpowder Suites
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Nelson’s Dockyard ~ English Harbour
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A charming historic boutique hotel with a spectacular infinity
edged pool, spa & choice of two exceptional restaurants

INFINITY EDGED POOL & SPA
Relax! Lounge in a sunbed, swim
in the pool, enjoy a massage & sip
a delicious cocktail!
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PILLARS RESTAURANT
Serving fresh, locally sourced
food on an al fresco,
water front terrace.

BOOM RESTAURANT
Enjoy a scrumptious poolside
lunch with fantastic views
over Nelson’s Dockyard

Available for parties, weddings & other special occasions

+ 1 268 460 1027

reservations@admiralsinnantigua.com ~ www.admiralsinnantigua.com

SENSE.
LIVE.

Sheer tunes

“
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The restaurant’s barefoot
chic, easygoing ambience
and simple tapas dishes are
in perfect harmony with the
mellow sunset-inspired dance
playlists Pete created especially
for them.”

– really intimate and great fun.
“And Charles makes the best cocktails
in the world,” he laughs, raising a glass to
the cordial bartender opposite.
The acclaimed west coast restaurant
– ranked third fine dining establishment
in the Caribbean by Tripadvisor – is by
no means the first to fuse food and music
into one happy sensory conglomeration.
But in true Sheer Rocks style, its signature
effortless cool has taken it a step further,
cementing its reputation as the island’s
hippest and most happening spot.
The restaurant’s barefoot chic,
easygoing ambience and simple tapas
dishes are in perfect harmony with the
mellow sunset-inspired dance playlists Pete
created especially for them.
“It’s like putting music to a film,” he
says. “Because I know the place so well
and can picture the visual backdrop I know
exactly what will work for early morning,
late afternoon or nighttime. Putting the
playlists together was a lot of fun.”
As one who grew up listening to ELO,
Earth Wind & Fire and Dr Hook, which
later developed into a love for sounds as
diverse as Sinatra, Miles Davis and Brian
Eno, Pete’s sundry tastes have given Sheer
Rocks an additional edge. It was Pete too
who mixed and compiled the restaurant’s
CD ‘Best Served on the Rocks’ released in
2013.
“The music here is very eclectic which
matches my own approach to music. If I
played the same genre all the time I would
bore myself. Yesterday we were playing Nat
King Cole, even some Pavarotti.”
Almost three decades have passed since
the explosion of the UK’s vibrant clubbing
scene. Two years after his first brush with
the hedonistic dance floors of Ibiza, Pete
started spinning the tunes himself at a pub
near Coventry, England.
“The most amazing thing for me is how
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W

hen legendary British DJ Pete
Gooding wants to impress
his musical peers back home
he Instagrams a shot of his favourite
venue. Grinning, he whips out his phone
to reveal his latest social media offering:
Sheer Rocks’ turquoise backdrop in all its
resplendent glory.
It’s Monday morning and Pete is
remarkably upbeat for someone whose
‘Sunday lunchtime’ set here was still going
strong in the early hours.

Lu
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“You can’t beat it, can you?” he says,
gesturing to the shimmering expanse of
Caribbean Sea behind us. “My DJ mates
always ask how they can play here too.”
With 25 years in the business – most of
them on the stunning Balearic isle of Ibiza –
one would be forgiven for thinking fabulous
venues must be as commonplace as frozen
cocktails.
“The view at Cafe Mambo (where Pete
spent a decade-long residency) is amazing
but it’s nothing like this,” he adds.
These days Pete channels most of his
energy into managing artists which means
on the intermittent occasions he takes
to the decks he’s free to cherry-pick his
locations.
“I play where I want and what I want
now. I’m doing it for fun again which is
how you start DJing; it makes me really
appreciate gigs like this. Sheer Rocks
always has the atmosphere of a house party
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If music be the food of love, Pete’s playing on

Above: After 25 years in the business, these
days British DJ Pete Gooding takes to the
decks “for fun”.

big DJing has become. I didn’t start out
because it was cool; I was just obsessed
and a nerd about buying records. When I
started putting on a night in Solihull, the
doorman was the one who’d get all the
ladies,” he recalls with a smile. “I’ve always
worked ridiculously hard but I wanted to
do what I wanted and not be employed by
somebody else. My goal was never to have
a real job.”
Whether or not DJing constitutes a real
job is moot. One thing that isn’t is the loyal
international following of music lovers and
foodies alike that Sheer Rocks has acquired
since opening at the Cocobay Resort in
2010. Its breezy, insouciant environs,
complete with day beds and plunge pool,
are the perfect complement to its sun–
soaked soirees.
A long–time friend of Sheer Rocks’
owners Alex and Kate Grimley, it’s little
surprise perhaps that Pete is something of a
gastronome too.

Song selector
Pete Gooding’s top 3 tunes to recreate the
Sheer Rocks vibe
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‘I still hate hate’ – Razzy Bailey (Santiga
Original Mix)
‘French kiss’ – Lil Louis
‘Party animal’ – No Logo
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“Food is my biggest passion; maybe
even more than music. I love talking to
Alex about his dishes and often ask him
to explain recipes over the phone so I can
make them. Of course they never taste as
good as his.”
Pete’s five–day visit to Antigua may just
be a fleeting one this time but he’s already
planning his next trip to coincide with the
launch of Sheer Rocks’ second CD this
winter.
Besides, who can resist the opportunity
to make your Facebook friends green with
envy by posting endless photos of that
view? n

LOOK.
Lay Day lowdown…
Where we went

ns

The animated antics of Sailing Week’s Lay Day have become almost as popular as the races.
Our omnipresent snapper Alex Andre Rhodes was on hand at Pigeon Beach to capture the
kooky, the crazy and the colourful.

What it’s all about
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Now in its fifth decade, Antigua Sailing Week is one of the biggest events in the
international sailing calendar attracting more than 100 yachts each year from across the
globe. A one-day hiatus in the middle allows captains, sailors and crew taking part in the
plethora of races to cool off, kick back and carouse.

What we ate

Barbadian culinary maestro – and 2011 Caribbean Chef of the Year winner – Mitchell
Husbands fired up a feast of barbecued delights. Grilled lobster and shrimp kebabs were
just two.

What we loved
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The convivial ambience and the vibrant sun-soaked activities which included a lively tug o’
war, beer-drinking contest and a bikini competition featuring some rather hirsute hombres.

W

atching Chef Rocco expertly
pair blush hues of snapper
and wild riclandscaping, the
nature, the calm,” he adds, “it’s incredibly
inspiring.” n
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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LOOK.
One good thing about music…
The third annual ‘Music 4 Life’ concert at the Copper & Lumber Store Hotel. It was in
aid of Island Academy’s bursary programme which eases pressure on the purse strings
for up to half of the school’s pupils. Almost EC$30,000 was raised to help more local
youngsters access an international education.
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What we ate

Caribbean comfort food was aplenty. Conch chowder and fritters, breaded shrimp, fish
fingers and chicken wings were among the finger-lickin’ goodies.

What we loved

Headline act Maverick Sabre’s haunting, soulful vocals have seen him compared to
everyone from Finley Quaye to Amy Winehouse. And the Irish-English singer/songwriter
didn’t disappoint with a goosebump-inducing performance. Local acts who also took
to the stage included soca star Tian Winter, Asher Otto and Itchy Feet, Rapper LogiQ
Pryce, Sound Citizen, and the Island Academy Glee Club.

What they said
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Organisers say it’s “rewarding” to see those who attended the school on scholarship go
on to study abroad as the first-generation of university students in their family. Maverick
Sabre, who took time out to tour the school and meet the pupils during his trip to
Antigua, said: “Education through music – and music through education – for me, is
something so important in the growth of children of all ages. It needs to be a priority
always. The Island Academy is a beautiful representation of that and that is something I
will always support.”
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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ADVERTORIAL

Antigua’s new corporate events complex offers much more
than business as usual

“

Lo

From its prime position on the
periphery of the international
airport, the recently opened
Executive Business Centre
expertly combines world-class
office facilities with the warm
hospitality that helped make
Antigua’s name.”

been hampered by outdated facilities and
ramshackle roads – that’s if the rush hour
traffic allows them to get there at all.
Now one company is threatening to
confine all that to the past – while blazing
a trail for Caribbean entrepreneurship to
boot.
From its prime position on the
periphery of the international airport, the
recently opened Executive Business Centre
expertly combines world-class office
facilities with the warm hospitality that
helped make Antigua’s name. Its luxurious
environs encompass a well-equipped
conference room – comfortable enough
to loosen up the most hard-nosed CEO
– a multi-use hall ideal for meetings and
training seminars, and a hangar comprising
the largest high-end space in the region for
staging mega events like trade shows and
conventions.
Enveloped in magnificent tropical
gardens with plenty of parking, the deluxe
complex with its stunning coastal backdrop
even makes a sublime wedding venue too.
Chairman Makeda Mikael said: “For
years, people holding regional conferences
in Antigua have had to allow extra hours for
participants to get to and from the airport.
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S

uccessful businesspeople know that
the environments most conducive
to prosperous enterprise offer these
things: a quiet haven free from clutter;
minimal travel time because your valuable
minutes are better spent in the boardroom
than on the road; inspiring scenery to
energise the mind and add a little pep to
your pitch; and, of course, the most avantgarde technology on the market.
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Carefully crafted surrounds can make
all the difference when it comes to sealing
a deal or furthering one’s professional
prospects. A little corporate feng shui, if
you will.
For years, Antigua’s status as a regional
hub for everyone from government heads
to executives en route to Europe has
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Off to a flying start
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The Executive Business Centre is located
in Burma Road, Gate 11, Shell Beach.
Email executivebusiness@bizjet-to-yacht.
com or call (+268) 562-1689 for details of
bespoke event packages orthe competitive
set rates for transit clients and conference
facilities.
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Using our facility means people can be at
the venue within minutes of their plane
landing, attend the event and be back at the
airport again in no time.
“It’s ideal too for businesspeople in
transit who often find themselves with half
a day to kill between flights. The Executive
Business Centre offers them VIP services –
such as complimentary food and drink, a
concierge, video conferencing, free WiFi,
device charging stations, and transportation
– allowing them to continue business as
usual without losing crucial time.”
Tantalising tapas-style dishes, cooked
fresh each day, will be available at the onsite Runway 10 café while the invigorating
outdoor landscape – complete with al
fresco tables and chairs – will have you
refreshed, rejuvenated and ready to take on
the world. n
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RIGHT PAGE: Businesspeople were keen to
sample the facility at this year’s grand opening.

LEFT PAGE: Chairman Makeda Mikael (top left) is
looking forward to welcoming clients.
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The complex includes a training hall, conference
room and the largest high-end hangar space in
the region.
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LOOK.
Tea, scones and sailing
Could there be a more perfect place for a quintessential British cream tea than Nelson’s
Dockyard? Afternoon tea with gig racing is held each year at Admiral’s Inn to bring Antigua
Classic Yacht Regatta to a close. Now in its 28th year, the regatta attracted a host of vintage
vessels to the island including ketches, sloops, schooners and yawls for four days of lively racing.
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What we ate

Warning sugar junkies. The following may induce palpitations. Homemade cakes in myriad
varieties tempted sweet-toothed attendees in droves. Wickedly moist carrot, chocolate and
cup cakes – topped with a mountainous dollop of butter cream – vied for space among
almond torte and tangy fresh fruit tarts. Non-sugar themed treats came in the form of dainty
sandwiches and samosas.

What we drank

Lo

Tea. Lots of tea. There was also a full bar for those who prefer a tipple with a little more
bite. The most popular choice was the fabulous Provence rose wine from Saint Andre de
Figuiere. Prosecco, mojitos, pina colada and fruit daiquiris were also in abundance. Did we
mention tea?

What we loved
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The historic setting was a spectacular backdrop for the occasion, complementing the
ambience of an English country garden party with outfits as elegant as the yachts.
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Where we went
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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Sharing the love at Ana’s
anniversary
Where we went
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The first anniversary party of Ana’s on the Beach in Dickenson Bay. The restaurant marked
a year since throwing open its hot pink doors to business with a daytime beach bash
followed by an evening performance by Dominican singer Michele Henderson.

What we ate

Ana’s chefs excelled themselves with an array of tasty treats created alongside culinary
consultant Julian Waterer. Spanish saffron risotto was served with lobster medallion,
asparagus and green peas sauce. There was a baby spinach and arugula salad, and a panfried salmon fillet with glazed shallots and champagne (what else?) sauce. A final tastebud
explosion was triggered by the sinfully scrumptious strawberry crumble and mascarpone
with red port sauce.

What we drank

Lo

Ana’s shared the love with all day happy hour. Corona beer, Sartori Prosecco, oldfashioned rum punch and AIX rose wine were among the liquid refreshments. There was
also a handful of Ana’s inspired signature cocktails including the devilishly delicious
Strawberry Fields with Grey Goose vodka, lemon juice, simple syrup, passion fruit and
fresh strawberries.

What we loved
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The super-cool cigar lounge courtesy of Premier Beverages.
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LOOK.
White hot on the red carpet
Marilyn Monroe and her ‘subway grate glamour’ had nothing on the dressed-to-kill ladies
at Pure, the all-white party at the Blue Waters resort. One World Entertainment pulled out
all the stops for a spectacular all-inclusive daytime fete.

Who we saw
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The atmosphere – like the music – was eminently upbeat thanks to rousing performances
from live band Itchy Feet and soca stars Tian Winter, Menace and Sekon Sta.

What we loved
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The Hollywood-style grand entrance complete with red carpet photo area. Top tier guests
were treated to table service, along with champagne, whisky and cigar lounges, even
complimentary massages.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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LIVE.
The Property Handbook: Money matters

3 What’s the demographic of overseas
buyers?
Nadia: “Very diverse, from middle-aged
people looking for a holiday home and a
long-term investment to older people on
the hunt for a great and safe place to retire.
A large percentage are Brits; we also have
many buyers from North America and
Italy.”

Lo

3 Does Antigua offer decent value for
money?
Sam: “Prices are still relatively low here –
you get much more for your money than
places like Barbados, Cayman Islands or
St Maarten for example – and the holiday
rental market is doing better than ever.
Generally, owners can expect a 10 per cent
annual return on their investment if they
enter it into the rental pool.”
Nadia: “Antigua is hard to beat on price.
There are few places in the world that
you can still buy a waterfront property
with a boat dock in a desirable gated
community with excellent amenities for just
US$200,000.”

3 What are the benefits of having an
Antiguan passport?
Sam: “There are various international tax
advantages. Passport-holders also enjoy
visa-free travel to around 130 countries
worldwide, including the UK, Canada,
Hong Kong, Singapore and Europe’s
Schengen area – without having to give up
their passport of origin.”
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3 What sets Luxury Locations apart?
Nadia: “We launched Luxury Locations in
May 2009 and today exclusively represent
the bulk of the high end housing market.
Because we are a small but dedicated
team – with more than 30 years’ collective
experience – we can offer a bespoke service
individually tailored to suit all our clients’
requirements. We pride ourselves on
making the home hunt fun and fruitful! As
well as sales and property management, we
have many holiday villas for rent to suit all
budgets via our sister firm Lush Locations.”

ns

You work hard – and you want your money to as well. With a growing economy, prices still at an all-time
low and a booming holiday rental market, Antigua ticks all the right boxes for savvy investors. Luxury
Locations owners Sam and Nadia Dyson explain why there’s never been a better time to buy.
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3 Where are the ‘hotspots’ that buyers
might focus on?
Sam: “The west coast is particularly popular
because of its Caribbean Sea shoreline.
Many choose to buy in the expat hub of
Jolly Harbour, a bustling gated community
with shops, bars and restaurants all within
walking distance. English Harbour is
popular with those who love to sail and
has great seasonal nightlife. Many opt to
buy within a resort environment, such as
Blue Waters on the north-west coast, which
comes with access to all of the resort’s
facilities plus maintenance of their property
when they’re away.”

3 How easy is it for a foreigner to buy
property in Antigua?
Nadia: “It’s a fairly straightforward process.
They just need to apply for a non-citizen’s
licence which costs up to five per cent of
the purchase price. We can recommend a
legal professional to assist them with this.
Most people receive the licence within
three months. In 2013, a citizenship by
investment scheme came into effect – those
who purchase a home in an approved
development for a minimum US$400,000
are eligible to apply for an Antiguan
passport.”
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3 What else does Antigua offer over its
competitors?
Sam: “A low crime rate, political stability
and the fact that it follows British law are
some of the reasons our buyers choose
Antigua.”
Nadia: “Antigua has something to suit
everyone – excellent conditions for sailing
and watersports, good duty free shopping,

five-star resorts and great restaurants and
spas. It’s also one of the last places on earth
where you can experience the authentic
feel of the Caribbean.”
3 What are your favourite things about
Antigua?
Nadia: “Certainly our gorgeous sunny
weather and spectacular beaches. We
love the fact Antigua has maintained its
individuality and culture while many of its
neighbours have sadly lost that. The locals
here are super friendly too; visitors and new
residents always say the people are a major
factor in making the decision to return on
holiday or set up home here. On top of
that, Antigua feels very safe and offers a
great standard of living.” n

Start the search for your perfect property by
visiting www.luxurylocations.com. Browse
our extensive and diverse portfolio – and
find out more about our acclaimed property
management services and how we can help
ensure you receive maximum return on your
investment.

Scan me to view
our properties...

C

E...
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an endearing quality
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We’re here to help you manage
your new life in paradise.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has offered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction since
1981, and is well positioned as a safe haven for the more
discriminating investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.
Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking
International Banking Solutions

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM.

Sam Dyson
CEO

Gemma Handy

From working as a startup business consultant
to martial training,
Sam’s professional
background is as
diverse as the countries
he’s called home. He moved to Antigua
from the UK in 2009 and – as a keen
freediver – thinks the island’s most beautiful
spot is found 150ft below sea level, just
south of Cades Reef.

Magazine editor
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3 What makes you laugh? Far more than
it should, thanks to a keen sense of the
ridiculous! I even have comedy dreams
where I wake myself up in the night
laughing.
3 Who would you like to play you in a
movie about your life? Tilda Swinton. She’s
offbeat, a little aloof and impossibly cool.
3 Favourite movie? ‘Crash’. The boundaries
between good and bad are really blurred
and nothing’s black and white – exactly the
same as real life.
3 Pet peeve? Bad manners.

Ita Crump

Rental manager &
guest services agent

There’s not much
about customer
service that Ita doesn’t
know. A former online
gaming rep, she joined
Luxury Locations in August 2011 and has
become an invaluable member of our
team managing the company’s extensive
portfolio of rental properties. When Ita was
a child she used to dream of being a flight
attendant – or a bird – and lives for Sundays
to catch up with friends at church.
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3 What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done? Living in the Amazon jungle for five
months.
3 Do you sing in the shower? Not in the
shower but when I am freediving I sing
‘Lifetime Respect’ by Miki Dozan in my
head.
3 Favourite movie? Karate Kid.
3 Guilty pleasure? Eating chocolate icing
from the pot.
3 Pet peeve? Stupid people.

A professionally
trained British
journalist, Gemma
worked for one of
the UK’s largest daily
newspapers before
moving to the Caribbean in 2006. She
spent six years in the Turks & Caicos Islands
and has lived in Antigua since summer
2012. Gemma is rarely seen without her
favourite four-legged friend and lives for the
day when scientists finally invent the time
machine.

3 What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done? Parachuting from a plane when I was
16. Would I do it again? Yes, but I would be
way more scared today!
3 What makes you laugh? Hearing my
baby step-granddaughter laugh. It’s very
contagious and makes me forget any
negative vibes.
3 Pet peeve? Being on speaker while
talking to someone on the phone.
3 Favourite colour? White. I love the clean
and pure feel of it.
3 Guilty pleasure? Dark chocolate. But
then it’s so good, why feel bad about it?
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About Us

Beast – because it’s a love story and also
very cute.
3 Pet peeve? People being late.

Founder
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Nadia Dyson
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UK-born Nadia has
lived in Antigua,
working in the local
property market, since
2004 and founded
Luxury Locations in
2009. Today the company exclusively
represents some of the nation’s most
exclusive properties and developments.
Nadia hates to cook, is a big believer in
karma and once played Annie in a school
play.

3 What makes you laugh? Life in general.
You have to laugh or you’ll cry!
3 What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever
done? Started a new business during a
recession.
3 Favourite movie? Disney’s Beauty & The
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Pascale Nunes
Chief operating officer
Born and raised in
Africa, Pascale moved
to Antigua in October
1998. A stint in bar
work was followed by
an administrative position at the Big Banana
group where she rose through the ranks to
become executive assistant. Pascale joined
the helm of our team in October 2014. Her
favourite island escape is Green Island.
3 What’s your proudest achievement? My
two children; they’ll always be my pride
and joy.

3 Who would you like to play you in a
movie about your life? Brandy Norwood. I
admire her humility – to me that’s the most
important trait.
3 What makes you laugh? The movie
‘Duplex’ with Ben Stiller. That and my
husband. He cracks me up all the time; he
describes people in the funniest way.
3 Most embarrassing moment? I once had
to do a reading at my cousin’s wedding. I
got so nervous all my words ran into each
other and nobody could understand a word
I said.
3 Do you sing in the shower? Always! I
love to sing! I sing in the church choir so
mainly gospel music.
3 Pet peeve? People not being genuine.

Math may not be
everyone’s cup of tea
but numbers come
naturally to Linisa.
She loves evaluating
financial systems and
devising strategies to help companies run
smoothly and efficiently. Born in Guyana,
she has lived in Antigua since the age of
four and joined the Luxury Locations team
in April 2014. Blessed with a creative gene
too, she spends her spare time writing
poetry and plays and working on her own
online magazine.

Kanesha James
Administrative
Assistant

A keen poker player,
Kanesha’s previous
role was in the fraud
detection department
of an online gaming
firm. Born in Crabbs Hill, Antigua, she
joined Luxury Locations in September 2014
and is also a part-time art teacher at St
Andrew’s School where she’s worked since
qualifying in 2003. She’s a keen pastry chef
and her favourite book as a child was Enid
Blyton’s ‘The Faraway Tree’.
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3 What makes you cry? Human suffering.
Especially mistreatment of children.
3 What makes you laugh? People being
clumsy.
3 Favourite movie? ‘A Beautiful Mind’. I’m
drawn to movies that address the human
condition, the craziness and the weirdness.
3 Pet peeve? People who loudly tell others
they’ve put on weight!
3 Guilty pleasure? Ratchet TV such as
‘Love & Hip Hop’.

me but I absolutely love her style.
3 Favourite movie? Pretty Woman’ or
‘Finding Nemo’.
3 Guilty pleasure? Eclairs. I can’t resist
them and could eat them night and day.
3 Pet peeve? People borrowing things and
not bringing them back!

3 If you had one wish what would it be?
To be a child again. I loved growing up in
Crabbs Hill, spending my days climbing
trees.
3 Favourite movie?
‘The Wizard of Oz’. I must have watched it
a million times since I was a kid.
3 What makes you laugh? My daughter.
She’s eight and loves to dance. She’s not
very good at it and does it to make me
laugh.
3 Guilty pleasure? Chocolate.
3 Pet peeve? People calling me by
shouting my name.
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Roxanne Allum
Quality Control
Manager
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Roxanne is kept
permanently on her
toes making sure all
our properties are in
shipshape condition
for our discerning guests. A former Virgin
Atlantic customer service rep, she joined us
in December 2013. Roxanne is originally
from Trinidad but made Antigua her home
more than two decades ago. She loves to
cook, walk in the hills, listen to Bob Marley
and read Jodi Picoult.
3 Do you sing in the shower? Yes.
Anything silly, like ‘Girls Just Wanna Have
Fun’.
3 Who would play you in a movie about
your life? Diane Lane. She’s nothing like

Bancroft has lived in Antigua more than
two decades and loves the challenge and
resourcefulness his job entails. When he’s
not at work, he’s often found in the kitchen
cooking up Jamaican national dish ackee
and saltfish.

ns

Accounts Manager

3 Do you have a favourite Antiguan
hangout? Heritage Quay. I love just walking
around, looking at the harbour, chatting
and eating rum ‘n’ raisin ice-cream.
3 Who would you take on a trip to space?
My 15-year-old son Brandon.
3 Do you sing in the shower? Until the
water runs cold! Usually it’s ‘No Woman
No Cry’.
3 Pet peeve? Jobs not being done to my
standard.
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Linisa George

Bancroft James
Maintenance
contractor
With 25 years’
experience in the
maintenance field, we
were delighted to add
Bancroft James to our
team in January 2015. His warm personality
has already made him a popular figure
with our guests. Originally from Jamaica,

Alex Andre
Rhodes
Photographer

For talented Antiguaborn photographer
Alex, capturing the
island’s stunning
scenery on camera
has long been a passion and a mode
of relaxation. Alex joined the Luxury
Locations team in spring 2013 and is
the man behind the lens in much of the
magazine’s spectacular imagery. Alex once
began training as a pilot and spends his
spare time fixing mischievous computers
and reading Harry Potter.
3 What actor would you like to play you
in a movie about your life? Will Smith. He’s
very funny and very cool.
3 Craziest thing you’ve ever done? A
bungee jump in the US. It was really scary
and something I won’t be doing again.
3 Favourite movie? ‘Pretty Woman’. Even
after all these years, I know every line and
could watch it every day.
3 Pet peeve? People who drive really
slowly on busy roads.
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Waterfront home with a licence to thrill
seven-bedroom, seven-bathroom
beachfront home is elegance epitomised.
With panoramic ocean views from every
angle, two private beaches and its own 60ft
dock a short drive from English Harbour, it
would appeal to most boating enthusiasts –
of the spy and non-spy variety.
Crispin Thomas – who falls into the
latter category - bought the property in
2012 when it was still a shell. A trip to
Antigua many years before had left an
indelible impression on him, making it an
obvious choice for a second home. And the
tranquil one-acre site, with its spectacular
vistas and accessibility to the bustling
township, ticked all the right boxes.
“The shell had been built by its former
owner 11 years before,” Crispin, from Bath

in England, said. “I spent four and a half
months overseeing the remainder of the
work with a team of 16 Antiguan builders.”
For the technology business owner,
more used to dealing with software than
cement, it was a feat of epic proportions.
But there was one distinct plus. “I got
to know a lot of locals, really great
people; this was the highlight for me,”
he continued. “My project manager Telly
Cornelius has become a good friend.”
Luxuriously appointed and exquisitely
styled throughout, the property – completed
in 2014 – has a statuesque colonial
ambience, arranged over three floors and
comfortably accommodating up to 14
guests. The upper two floors have four
spacious double bedrooms, one single
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f James Bond were on the hunt for a
holiday pad in Antigua he’d probably
have some stipulations. A private dock
to moor a yacht, naturally. A secluded
locale – peace and quiet being paramount
when analysing complex Secret Service
intelligence. And close proximity to the
chicest cocktail bars where bartenders
know exactly how he likes his vodka
martini.
The Boat House in Mamora Bay would
no doubt have Bond both shaken and
stirred. In fact, it was the prize location that
caught the discerning eye of erstwhile 007
himself, Timothy Dalton, who has a house
just around the corner.
Named in reference to its nauticalinspired timber frame, this spectacular
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Why this Mamora Bay property floats the boat of sea-lovers and families alike

The Boat House

“

Luxuriously appointed and exquisitely styled
throughout, the property has a statuesque colonial
ambience, arranged over three floors... ”
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bedroom, four en-suites and two guest
washrooms. A sea level apartment on the
lower ground floor offers one en-suite
double bedroom, kitchen and living room
with a single bed. Each floor has a fullyfitted kitchen plus roomy living and dining
areas.
There are hurricane-proof windows
in the event of a storm, security shutters,
solar panels, a 37,000-gallon water tank,
solar hot water system and electricity
generator. In addition to the wood, concrete
and natural stone materials used in the
construction, there was one extra ingredient
that’s impossible to weigh or quantify.
“I put a lot of love in the house during
the process,” Crispin said. “It really feels
like a home from home. Our family helped
design the interior, particularly my wife
Zeya and my mother-in-law. All our guests
who stay there love it. It feels very cool and
looks very colonial with the white washed
walls – and every single window has a
million dollar view.”
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Enveloped in mature landscaped
gardens with lofty palm trees, the Boat
House also has a large pool with sundeck
overlooking the stunning coastline to
adjacent St James Club resort, and vehicular
access to all three storeys of the house.
“There are ceiling fans in every room
but you don’t really need them due to the
fantastic breeze, year-round, coming off
the ocean,” Crispin said. “You just open
the doors to the beach and it’s wonderfully
airy.”
Thanks to its clever design, allowing
guests independent access and amenities,
the property has an excellent rental history
among return groups of families. Rental
income for the previous tourism season
topped US$45,000.
With three small children, regular eighthour flights from London are currently not
an option, triggering the decision for the
Thomas family to sell up. Crispin plans to
build another property in Antigua when the
children are older.
“I think of the house every day when it’s
raining in England,” he smiles, “the views,
the breeze, the lapping of the waves at
night, the sunshine.”
The Boat House may be just a
12-minute drive from English Harbour –
as popular for its after-dark action as its
nautical offerings – but enjoys seclusion,
quiet at all times of night and day and a
feeling of utmost security. Hence the A-list
neighbours, who also include rock legend
Eric Clapton.
And with an abundance of isolated
beaches nearby and calm warm water for
swimming, snorkelling and fishing, it’s easy
to see why the Boat House meets every
requirement for that licence to thrill. n
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The Boat House

The Boat House is for sale for
US$2.2m exclusively through
Luxury Locations.

Email info@luxurylocations.com or
call (+268) 562-8174 for details or to
arrange a viewing.
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Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre
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facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@candw.ag
www.exelengineering.com

Authorized Agents for FG Wilson
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Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

SENSE.
LIVE.
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Into the blue
Antigua’s first freediving course teaches safety first
surfing back home in New Zealand, said:
“The main objective was safe practices
in the water - how to breathe before and
immediately after a dive, how to avoid
hyperventilation, and what to do to prevent
a blackout if you come up low on oxygen.
“Because a lot of the guys were
fishermen, we spent a whole afternoon
teaching them how to rescue people and
bring them up from depth. Some wanted
to increase their breath hold, while the
kitesurfers wanted to work on how to
handle being held down by waves.
“We also worked on streamlining form,
for example, the importance of diving with
a straight, rather than an arched, back.”
One fisherman used to diving to 100ft
for conch had increased his performance
to an impressive 160ft by the end of the
course.
“Everyone made great progress,”
Jonathan said. “One guy managed a five
and a half minute breath hold.”
Interestingly, Jonathan’s own
introduction to freediving came about
after asthma put paid to his plans to get
his scuba diving licence. He spent his
refund from the uncompleted course on
his first pair of decent fins. “Even when I
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Champion freediver Jonathan Sunnex

did complete the scuba course later on I
never enjoyed it as much as snorkelling or
freediving,” he continued. “You can move
so much more freely and really feel part of
the elements.”
These days, Jonathan may have
experienced some of the world’s most
momentous dive sites but he said Antigua
still possesses a special quality all of its own.
“The colour of the water is incredible
and to have visibility of 115ft is pretty
amazing. You can see so much just a short
boat ride from the shore. We saw a few
barracudas which was nice and I’ve heard
plenty of stories about seeing dolphins too.”
Like any watersport, freediving is not
without its risks. “The most important
advice is never do it alone; go with
someone who knows what they’re doing,
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f there’s one thing more beautiful than
the eye-watering majesty of Antigua’s
cerulean sea, it’s the magical marine
world which lies beneath it. For centuries,
the ocean has enticed humans to ride its
waves and scour the subaquatic realm of
our planet.
Freediving is often billed as the
best way to experience the underwater
kingdom. Unrestricted by cumbersome
equipment – which has the hapless side
effect of frightening away the very creatures
you hoped to see – for many, it offers the
ultimate feeling of freedom.
Such is its burgeoning popularity that
when Antigua’s first freediving tuition
course was announced on Facebook last
year, places were fully booked up within
an hour. Champion freediver and instructor
Jonathan Sunnex spent five days teaching
islanders the intricate techniques of
plunging the depths on nothing but a single
breath of air.
The motley crew of participants ranged
from spear fishermen keen to improve their
trade, to kitesurfers brushing up on vital
safety methods.
Jonathan, whose love for the sport
evolved from an adolescence spent
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Jonathan Sunnex grew up surfing
in his native New Zealand
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such as one of the guys who’s done the
course.” Jonathan, who was due at time
of print to return to Antigua to hold two
more courses over the summer, added:
“Freediving is something that can be a lot of
fun with very little risk, if done carefully.”
Watersports enthusiast Tony Armstrong
said the course had helped him double
the time he could hold his breath, from
two minutes to four minutes. “The most
challenging aspect for me was to retrain
my brain and natural instinct to breathe,
in order to push the physical limit,” he
said, adding: “It was Jonny’s belief in my
capabilities – and my total trust in his
coaching – that allowed me to achieve
what I did.”
Kitesurfer Stevie Mendes said the tuition
had been invaluable. “I wanted to increase
my confidence and breath holds when
out surfing big waves, but gained much
more. Learning the proper techniques to
freedive safely and knowing what my body
is capable of has been priceless,” he said.
“Before the course I could dive to 55ft; my
personal best dive during the course was
90ft.” He also increased his breath holding
ability from two minutes to three minutes
and 10 seconds.
Stevie added: “For me, the course
was an eye opener into how amazing the
human body really is.” n
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For info on courses in Antigua contact Eli
Fuller of Adventure Antigua on +1 268 725 7263

Participants included spear
fishermen and kitesurfers
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The global professionals
with local presence.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com

LIVE.

Luxury Setai Hotel to be focal point of US$300m development

where Setai hotels are a popular haunt for
the illustrious and well-heeled – with a
distinct essence all of its own.
Rene Boon, one of three partners
behind the scheme, said efforts had
been ongoing for some time to identify a
boutique hotel befitting to the “elegance
and tranquillity” of the mixed-use resort
and residential development. “The Setai has
an impressive track record in Miami, where
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t’s a name synonymous with luxury,
splendour and style. And now one of
the world’s hippest and most venerated
hotel brands is coming to Antigua.
A five-star Setai resort is to form the
centrepiece of the US$300m Pearns Point
development being created on the pristine
west coast peninsula. Developers behind
the 141-acre project hope to blend the
flavour of Miami Beach and New York –
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South Beach style heading for
Pearns Point

“

A five-star Setai resort is to form the centrepiece
of the US$300m Pearns Point development”
79
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they are the market leaders in hotel room
rates and real estate sales,” Mr Boon added.
He was speaking at a special event held
at the site to mark the start of work on the
final stage of infrastructure. So far, roads
have been cut, various sold plots cleared
and the foundation for a helipad laid. A
host of luminaries turned out to lend their
support and hear more about the plans
ahead while enjoying a catered lunch
courtesy of distinguished restaurant Ana’s.
The elevated site was perfect for watching
the Pearns Point Round Antigua Race
– sponsored by the developers – which
kicked off Sailing Week 2015 on the same
day.
The partnership between Setai and
Orange Ltd, Pearns Point’s parent company,
was sealed with a ceremonial contract
signing between Orange chairman Albert
Hartog and Jonathan Breene, CEO of the
Setai Miami.
Mr Breene said he was “honoured
and excited” to get to work creating
an “ultra-luxury” hotel. “We feel the
site is spectacular and that Antigua is a
fantastic destination that has great access
and a government that is pro high-end
development that will create many jobs for
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Pearns Point
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Design by Piet Boon

“
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In addition to its unrivalled
location with eight spectacular
beaches, what sets Pearns
Point apart is the focus on
low density, eco-sensitive
construction.”
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the local people,” he said.
Tourism Minister Asot Michael, also
present at the event, described Pearns
Point as a “unique and very special place”,
suiting to the development which would be
“second to none” in the region.
Meanwhile, buyers interested in the
deluxe private residences – comprising 60
cottages and 50 houses – will soon be able
to view three show-homes, two of which
are a beachfront and a mountain villa
created by eminent Dutch designer Piet
Boon who is working alongside developers.
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Award-winning Boon was enlisted in
2013 to draw up a total concept from the
structural architecture to the landscaping,
fittings and furnishings. One of the biggest
names in the industry, he is known for his
incredible craftsmanship and minimalist
contemporary style.
Major factors in Boon’s designs are
durability, longevity, low maintenance
materials and designs, and minimal
ecological impact. Native wood and
local rock will be a strong feature. For
the purposes of aesthetic cohesion, all
structures will have exterior similarities
although clients who opt to build their own
will have freedom to exercise their own
creativity too.
In addition to its unrivalled location
with eight spectacular beaches, what sets
Pearns Point apart is the focus on low
density, eco-sensitive construction. Natural
indigenous materials will harmonise and
complement the organic surrounds.
Technical director Wim Berends said
plans were in place to form nursery areas
of native plants and that Pearns Point would
be a “frontrunner in using green energy”.
The developers also sponsored Antigua
Sailing Week 2015’s ‘green team’ – a group

Design by Piet Boon

TOP: (From left) Setai Miami CEO Jonathan Breene, Antigua’s Prime Minister Gaston
Browne, and Orange Ltd chairman Albert Hartog.
of environmentalists dedicated to ensuring
a ‘clean regatta’ through initiatives such as
recycling and waste management.
Mr Berends continued: “There are
promising discussions with specialists
in desalination plants and solar panels,
all to reduce the footprint and build
in a sustainable and environmentally
responsible manner.”

Since ground was first broken in
2013, interest has flooded in from the
international community. To date, more
than US$25m in sales has already been
confirmed. With a host of enticing optional
features such as private gyms, al fresco
showers and outdoor wood fireplaces for
the colder months, Pearns Point is firmly
gripping the interest of the world’s elite.
81
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Design by Piet Boon
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Pearns Point
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Design by Piet Boon

Tipped to become one of the
Caribbean’s most sought-after addresses,
the project continues to make waves
across the globe. A press trip in April saw
journalists from British national media
invited to the island for a tour of the
peninsula. Last autumn, the luxury scheme
was ranked among the finest real estate
developments in the world. It was the only
one in the Caribbean to make the top 50 in
a list published by Elite Traveler magazine.
Marketing and sales manager Astrid
Hartman said the unique setting was the
principle draw for investors. “Waterfront
properties are quite rare these days and
becoming more valuable. These will be
truly spectacular, very high end, with
fantastic beaches in front. It will be totally
different to anything else in Antigua.” n

More details on the development can be
found at www.pearns-point-antigua.org,
www.marina-residences-antigua.com,
www.orangelimited.com and the
‘Pearns Point Antigua’ Facebook page.
Interested buyers can contact
info@luxurylocations.com
or call (+268) 562-8174.
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West Coast
P.88 & P.89 Tamarind Hills homes – Exclusive
P.90 Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.92 The Pelican, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.94 Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
P.96 Indian View, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.97 Freckles Villa, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.99 The Watch House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.101 Passion Village, Valley Church – Exclusive
P.102 Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.103 Jolly House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.107 No 8, Sugar Ridge resort
P.108 Carlisle Bay apartment, Old Road – Exclusive
P.109 263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour
P.110 Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Villa 220B, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour
P.114 Pimento Villa, Harbour View
P.115 Lagoon View, Harbour View
P.115 Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour
P.115 Villa 425F, Jolly Harbour
P.115 Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour
P.115 Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church
P.116 Villa 419E, Jolly Harbour
P.116 Villa 416E, Jolly Harbour
P.116 Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour
P.116 Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P.116 Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View

Lo

“List with the
best and forget
the rest!”
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– David Vaughan,
Savills International London

Head Office, Luxury Locations,
Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxury-locations-magazine.com
www.luxurylocations.com

North Coast
P.93 Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay – Exclusive
P.95 Flint House, Jumby Bay – Exclusive
P.98 Mercer’s Creek, Willikies area – Exclusive
P.105 Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights – Exclusive
P.109 Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights
P.110 Ponderosa, Crosbies
P.111 Villa Caribe, Cedar Valley Heights
P.111 Villa Gaia, Galley Bay Heights
P.111 Palm Villa, St John’s area – Exclusive
P.111 Exhale, Crosbies
P.115 The Cove Suite, Blue Waters – Exclusive
EAST Coast
P.104 Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive
P.109 Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay
P.109 Sehil, Brown’s Bay
P.110 Cashmere, Brown’s Bay
P.110 Mandala House, Long Bay/Willikies – Exclusive
P.110 Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay
P.111 Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay
P.114 Villa 473, St James Club
P.114 Villa 440, St James Club
P.116 Chalet 310, Verandah Resort – Exclusive
SOUTH Coast
P.91 The Boat House, Mamora Bay – Exclusive
P.100 Villa Babylon, English Harbour area – Exclusive
P.106 Cole House, Savannah – Exclusive
P.109 Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay
P.109 Carib House, Turtle Bay
P.110 Pelican House, Turtle Bay
P.111 Villa Floriana, English Harbour area
P.114 Turtle Bay plot, English Harbour area – Exclusive
85

Invest in Antigua’s citizenship programme
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Antigua’s citizenship by investment programme entitles investors of US$400,000 or more in approved properties to apply for an Antiguan
passport. In addition to being able to spend as much time each year as they wish in their new home, buyers often find they pay lower taxes
too. Passport-holders enjoy visa-free travel to around 130 countries worldwide, including the UK, Canada, Hong Kong, Singapore and
Europe’s Schengen area – without having to give up their passport of origin. Here’s a selection of properties which fall within the programme.

Resplendent scenes

Ultimate R&R

Blue Waters Resort suite

US$995,000
Creatively designed and stylishly decorated, this attractive fourbedroom home affords impressive views from its tranquil hillside
location. Its upper floor interior includes a large open-plan living
area, spacious kitchen and three bedrooms with en-suite shower
rooms. The master bedroom has a walk-in closet and opens directly
onto a deck with Jacuzzi.
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Prices from US$485,000
A breathtaking expanse of turquoise sea and first-rate facilities
await the proud new owners of the almost 50 deluxe rooms now
available for purchase. All properties are fully furnished and offer
approximately 500 square feet of luxuriant living space. This
unique opportunity guarantees buyers a five per cent return on
their investment for two years and a 50/50 income split thereafter.

Hibiscus House, Valley Church

Peaceful panorama

Accessible aspirations

South Point

Passion Village

Prices on request
Twenty-three stylish residences, perfect for a vacation hideaway or
lucrative investment, South Point is an exciting new development
situated in the hub of Antigua’s yachting community, Falmouth
Harbour. Residents will have all the amenities of a four-star hotel,
with an option to participate in the vacation rental programme
which offers owners the opportunity to earn income when their
apartment is not in use.

Prices from US$540,000
Charming colonial-style homes occupy a tranquil setting less than
a mile from Jolly Harbour. Passion Village is a dual development,
comprising 11 homes with a large communal swimming pool
and fine dining restaurant, and an additional 16 homes on a
neighbouring site. Each home is fully furnished with stylish top-ofthe-range Italian fittings, including porcelain stoneware floors, plus
outdoor shower and veranda.
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Unrivalled luxury

Pearns Point

Sugar Ridge No 8

US$1,395,000
A winsome three-bedroom property overlooking scenic Jolly
Harbour, No 8 blends quietude and privacy with all the amenities
of a luxury resort. Located within the confines of the acclaimed
Sugar Ridge resort, it offers security and easy access to all facilities.
A large, partially shaded sundeck is the ideal spot to soak up the
magnificent sunsets or relax after a dip in your own infinity edge
pool.
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Prices on request
Pearns Point is an exclusive new development in a pristine
peninsula location on Antigua’s beautiful west coast. Already
garnering widespread international attention, work is underway to
create a luxury resort with five-star Setai hotel and private homes
designed by eminent Dutch architect Piet Boon. This unique, low
density project promises unrivalled services including helipad,
signature restaurants and bars.
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Caribbean utopia

Understated elegance

Flamboyant House, Valley Church

Ocean Kingfisher homes

US$895,000
A bright, airy ambience and exquisite styling give this fabulous
four-bedroom home its edge. Aqua House, overlooking the
magnificent turquoise waters of Valley Church, has three large and
immaculately maintained bedrooms upstairs, and an additional
bedroom and kitchen downstairs making the lower floor an ideal
self-contained apartment. Downstairs, there is also a generous
open-plan lounge with comfortable sofas, a dining table for four
and a small study area. Both floors feature fully fitted kitchens with
contemporary appliances and attractive wooden units.

Prices from US$450,000
From their elevated location overlooking the resplendent waters
of the Caribbean Sea, these stylish one-bed studio homes occupy
one of the finest locations in the country. The Ocean Kingfisher
properties will offer their proud new owners uber-stylish, fullyfurnished contemporary accommodation within the exclusive
Tamarind Hills resort development on Antigua’s west coast.

Visit www.antigua-citizenship.com for more information on citizenship by investment
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Tamarind Hills
Exquisite Luxury

spacious outdoor living areas with private infinity pool. Transparent
balconies ensure not a single millimetre of the sweeping views is
compromised.

Lusso ricercato

Breezy Bay US$1,300,000
Sea Horse US$1,300,000
Ocean Seven US$1,795,000 reduced from US$2,650,000
Offering the ultimate in tranquillity and privacy, Tamarind Hills takes
luxury living to new heights. Set within a five-star resort, properties are
of simple, elegant designs with unparalleled comfort, coupled with jawdropping panoramic vistas across the Caribbean Sea.
All properties are fully-furnished with state-of-the-art fittings and
fixtures, exquisitely finished European kitchens and bathrooms, and

Offrendo il massimo della tranquillità e della privacy, il complesso
di Tamarind Hills ridefinisce il concetto di lusso. Situata all’interno
di un resort a cinque stelle, Ocean Seven è caratterizzata da design
eleganti e semplici con un comfort senza pari, oltre ad offrire delle viste
panoramiche mozzafiato sul Mar dei Caraibi.
La spettacolare proprietà completamente arredata, con quattro
camere da letto e quattro bagni, dispone di una piscina privata a sfioro
con eleganti piastrelle nere di basalto, cucine e bagni europei rifiniti
splendidamente e ampi spazi all’aperto. I balconi trasparenti permettono
di non perdersi neanche un centimetro di panorama.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
88
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

Highly rated on TripAdvisor

“Five-star view”
“As good as it gets”
“Best accommodation we have ever stayed at”

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
89
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour Il fascino del lungomare
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Oceanfront Appeal
US$1,500,000

Fabulous styling, lots of space and a spectacular location make this fourbedroom home a showpiece. Set on exclusive Harbour Island, it presents
an excellent investment opportunity.
The piece de resistance is the sundeck and pool with spectacular
views across the marina and rolling hills on each side. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining.
The bright, airy interior is enhanced by high white vaulted ceilings
and sliding glass doors which flood the place with light and allow the
gentle breeze to flow through. All four bedrooms – three of which have
en-suites – are air-conditioned. This newly built two-storey home has an
additional bathroom for guests.

Prezzo: US$1,500,000
Lo stile favoloso, gli ampi spazi e la posizione spettacolare fanno di
questa proprietà con quattro camere da letto un fiore all’occhiello.
Situata sull’esclusiva Harbour Island, rappresenta un’ottima opportunità
di investimento. I pezzi forti sono il solarium e la piscina con una vista
spettacolare sul porto turistico e le ondeggianti colline su entrambi i lati.
C’è anche una veranda spaziosa con aree per il relax, cene e ricevimenti.
Gli interni luminosi e freschi sono arricchiti con soffitti alti a volta e porte
scorrevoli in vetro che inondano il luogo di luce e permettono alla dolce
brezza di entrare. Tutte le quattro camere da letto, di cui tre con bagno,
sono dotate di aria condizionata. Questa nuova casa a due piani dispone
di un ulteriore bagno per gli ospiti.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Boat House, Mamora Bay Il profumo del mare
Nautically Inspired
US$2,200,000

Located minutes from English Harbour and boasting glorious panoramic ocean views,
The Boat House ticks most boxes on the ‘dream home checklist’ on positioning alone.
Throw in the fact this fabulous seven-bedroom beachfront property also has its own
60-foot dock and its appeal for boating aficionados and savvy investors goes through
the roof. Luxuriously appointed and exquisitely styled throughout, the property is
arranged over three floors and comfortably accommodates up to 14 guests. Finished
in 2014, The Boat House is equipped with contemporary high-end appliances and
furnishings, hurricane-proof windows, security shutters and solar panels. The large
pool with sundeck offers spectacular sea vistas while the area’s constant trade winds
keep the place cool all year round. The Boat House occupies a 0.66-acre plot and
has its own 37,000-gallon water tank, solar hot water system and generator. Its superb
rental history makes this property an excellent investment opportunity.

Prezzo: US$2,200,000

Situata a pochi minuti da English Harbour, e con una favolosa vista panoramica
sull’oceano, The Boat House ha tutto ciò che si può chiedere a una “casa dei sogni”,
anche considerando la sola posizione. Difatti, questa favolosa proprietà con sette
camere da letto davanti alla spiaggia ha anche un proprio molo lungo 18 m e riscuote
un fascino assoluto fra gli appassionati di nautica e gli investitori esperti. La proprietà,
caratterizzata da arredi di lusso e da uno stile impeccabile, è disposta su tre piani e
può ospitare comodamente fino a 14 persone. Terminata nel 2014, The Boat House
è attrezzata con elettrodomestici moderni e arredi di qualità, finestre a prova di
uragano, tapparelle di sicurezza e pannelli solari. La grande piscina con solarium offre
una vista spettacolare sul mare, mentre gli alisei costanti della zona mantengono il
posto fresco tutto l’anno. The Boat House occupa un terreno di 0,66 acri e dispone di
un proprio serbatoio di acqua da 142.000 litri, un sistema di riscaldamento dell’acqua
a energia solare e un generatore. Essendo stata affittata con successo nel passato,
questa proprietà rappresenta un’ottima opportunità di investimento.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un
incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Pelican, Jolly Harbour
Authentic Ambience
US$1,200,000

This superbly located two-storey, six-bedroom home with pool boasts
an elegant colonial-style structure with all the comforts of home inside.
Pelican House’s generous living spaces are enhanced by attractive styling,
high end fittings and fixtures. There are three bedrooms, a lounge and
fully-fitted kitchen with contemporary appliances on each floor.
There are fabulous views across the waterway from the front while
the back opens directly onto the golf course. The wrap-around verandah
is large enough for al fresco dining and watching the spectacular
Caribbean sunsets.

Atmosfera autentica
Prezzo: US$1,200,000
Questa casa a due piani, in posizione superba, è dotata di sei camere da
letto e di piscina, ed è caratterizzata da un elegante stile coloniale, con
tutti i comfort di una casa al suo interno. Gli ampi spazi di Pelican House
sono arricchiti da uno stile attraente e da arredi e accessori di fascia alta.
Ci sono tre camere da letto, un salotto e una cucina completamente
attrezzata con elettrodomestici moderni su ogni piano.
Dalla facciata, è possibile ammirare la splendida vista sul mare,
mentre il lato posteriore si affaccia direttamente sul campo da golf.
La veranda coperta è abbastanza spaziosa per mangiare all’aperto e
ammirare gli spettacolari tramonti caraibici.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Una fantastica vista sul mare

Stunning Seascape

Prezzo su richiesta

Lu
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Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay
Price on request

With glorious sunset vistas over one of Antigua’s most celebrated
landscapes, it’s easy to see how this newly refurbished four-bedroom
home got its name. Its elevated location affords magnificent scenes
over beautiful Dickenson Bay. Sunset Lane benefits further from close
proximity to the area’s renowned restaurants and nightspots.The stylish
open-plan interior has French doors opening onto a wide wrap-around
balcony – the perfect location for relaxation, al fresco dining or just sitting
and soaking up the view. Occupying a one-acre plot and with automatic
back-up generator, swimming pool and bougainvillea-fringed sundeck
overlooking the Caribbean Sea, Sunset Lane has all the ingredients to
make the perfect family home.

Con delle splendide viste sul tramonto, in uno dei luoghi più caratteristici
di Antigua, è facile capire da dove abbia preso il nome questa casa con
quattro camere da letto, recentemente ristrutturata. La sua posizione
elevata offre un panorama spettacolare sulla bella Dickenson Bay. Sunset
View si trova anche nelle vicinanze dei ristoranti e locali notturni rinomati
della zona. L’elegante spazio interno a pianta aperta è dotato di porte
francesi che si aprono su un ampio balcone coperto, il luogo ideale per
rilassarsi, mangiare all’aperto o semplicemente stare seduti mentre ci si
gode il panorama. Situata in un terreno di un acro, e dotata di generatore
di emergenza automatico, piscina e terrazza solarium circondata da
bouganville con vista sul Mar dei Caraibi, Sunset View ha tutti gli ingredienti
che la rendono la casa perfetta per la famiglia.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Il richiamo del lungomare

Beachfront Allure

US$4,000,000
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Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
US$4,000,000

With its prize location on one of Antigua’s most beloved beaches, the
only thing that equals the setting is this magnificent villa’s range of
amenities. Dragon’s Lair’s cool white exterior and elegant styling is
complemented by a luxurious gourmet kitchen, indoor/outdoor surround
sound system, al fresco dining and infinity swimming pool and deck with
outdoor shower, loungers, hammock and daybed. There’s even a rooftop
Jacuzzi with sundeck.
Dragon’s Lair can accommodate up to 11 people in its four airconditioned bedrooms and charming mezzanine loft. The villa has two
and a half bathrooms, WiFi internet and four flatscreen TVs with US cable
and DVD.

Con la sua posizione ricercata, in una delle spiagge più amate di
Antigua, l’unica cosa che può essere paragonata alla posizione è la
straordinaria varietà di servizi della villa. Gli esterni di colore bianco e
dallo stile elegante di Dragon’s Lair sono completati da una lussuosa
cucina gourmet, un sistema audio surround interno/esterno, una
terrazza per mangiare all’aperto, una piscina a sfioro e una terrazza con
doccia esterna, lettini, amaca e daybed. Sul tetto, c’è anche una vasca
idromassaggio con terrazza solarium.
Dragon’s Lair può ospitare fino a 11 persone nelle sue quattro camere
da letto con aria condizionata e soppalco. La villa dispone di due bagni
e mezzo, connessione internet wi-fi e quattro televisori a schermo piatto
con canali USA via cavo e DVD.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Flint House, Jumby Bay
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Exclusivity Redefined
Price on request

Occupying almost three acres of the private island of Jumby Bay, Flint
House boasts one of the most exclusive settings in the country. This vast
two-storey home – a magnificent vision in white with a Spanish-style roof
– is accessed by a glorious courtyard overlooked by mature palm trees. Its
five bedrooms, six bathrooms, library, study and generous living areas are
exquisitely styled with luxurious fittings and furnishings throughout. Glass
doors flood the interior with light and help keep the property cool, as do the
stone-tiled floors. The large kitchen is enhanced by marble countertops, a
centre island, and contemporary chrome appliances. A sweeping staircase
leads to the upper floor. Outside, a broad terrace with relaxation and dining
areas is set before stunning landscaped gardens. There is also a tennis court,
sundeck with swimming pool and pool house, and a two-car garage.

Un nuovo concetto di esclusività
Prezzo su richiesta

Situata su quasi tre acri di terreno nell’isola privata di Jumby Bay, Flint
House si trova in una delle location più esclusive del Paese. Questa
spaziosa proprietà su due piani, di colore bianco e con un tetto in stile
spagnolo, è accessibile tramite un imponente cortile circondato da palme
mature. Le sue cinque camere da letto, i sei bagni, la biblioteca, lo studio
e le spaziose aree abitabili, sono caratterizzati da uno stile impeccabile
con finiture e arredamenti di lusso. Le porte in vetro permettono alla luce
di penetrare negli spazi interni, rendendoli luminosissimi, e aiutano a
mantenere fresco l’ambiente, così come fanno i pavimenti con piastrelle
in pietra. La spaziosa cucina è impreziosita da banconi in marmo, un’isola
centrale ed elettrodomestici moderni cromati. Un’ampia scalinata conduce
al piano superiore. All’esterno, è presente una spaziosa terrazza con vista
sui meravigliosi giardini curati, che rappresenta il luogo ideale per mangiare
o rilassarsi. C’è anche un campo da tennis, un terrazzo con piscina e pool
house, ed un garage con due posti auto. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Paradiso con vista sul mare

Waterfront Paradise

Prezzo: US$1,750,000
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Indian View, Jolly Harbour
US$1,750,000

With a prime waterfront location in the heart of desirable Jolly Harbour,
this stylish three-bedroom villa offers both privacy and close proximity to
amenities. Named after its superb views of natural landmark, the Sleeping
Indian hills, the property benefits further from uber-contemporary styling
inside and out.
Inside is a large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area, the
latter with high-end chrome appliances. High ceilings and tiled floors
throughout help keep the property cool.
Fans of the great outdoors will love the villa’s vast shaded verandah
at the back, complete with pool, sundeck and dining area for al fresco
entertaining.

Questa villa elegante sul lungomare con tre camere da letto, situata in
posizione centrale nel cuore dell’attraente Jolly Harbour, offre privacy
e, allo stesso tempo, una vicinanza ai servizi. Questa proprietà, che
prende il nome grazie alla vista sulle colline naturali ‘Sleeping Indian’, è
caratterizzata da uno stile ultra-moderno sia all’interno che all’esterno.
All’interno vi è uno spazio aperto che comprende soggiorno, zona
pranzo e cucina, quest’ultima dotata di apparecchiature di alta qualità
con finiture cromate. L’alto soffitto ed il pavimento con mattonelle
contribuiscono a mantenere l’ambiente fresco. Gli amanti della vita
all’aria aperta apprezzeranno sicuramente la spaziosa veranda coperta
nel retro, che include piscina, terrazzo e zona pranzo per mangiare
all’aperto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Freckles Villa, Harbour View Un’oasi di pace baciata dal sole
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Sunkissed Haven
US$440,000

This delightful four-bedroom villa on Antigua’s winsome west coast
is every bit as charming as its name. A stone’s throw away from Jolly
Harbour, Freckles Villa benefits from both a tranquil location and
proximity to shops and other amenities. The spacious sundeck with
swimming pool boasts glorious views over pristine vegetation and a
nature reserve.
The bright pleasant open-plan interior includes a large fully-fitted
kitchen, dining and lounge area. The master bedroom has an en-suite
with bathtub and separate shower cubicle. There are two additional
full bathrooms. Freckles Villa has central air conditioning, internet
connectivity and a strong holiday rental history.

Prezzo: US$440,000

Questa incantevole villa con quattro camere da letto sulla suggestiva
costa occidentale di Antigua è affascinante tanto quanto il suo nome.
A pochi passi di distanza dal Jolly Harbour, Freckles Villa beneficia
di una posizione tranquilla e della vicinanza a negozi e altri servizi.
L’ampio solarium con piscina offre una vista splendida sulla vegetazione
incontaminata e sulla riserva naturale.
Il luminoso e confortevole spazio interno a pianta aperta comprende
una grande cucina completamente attrezzata, una sala da pranzo e un
salotto. La camera da letto principale ha un bagno privato con vasca e
cabina doccia separata. Ci sono anche altri due bagni completi. Freckles
Villa è dotata di aria condizionata centralizzata e connessione a internet
ed è stata affittata con successo nel passato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Mercer’s Creek, Willikies area Storia vivente
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Living History
Price on request

The country’s only remaining plantation house, Mercer’s Creek comprises
original 17th century buildings - including the Great House, sugarmill
and outbuildings - complete with period furniture and curios. With
26 acres of land, which stretch to the ocean and overlook a beautiful
archipelago of islets, the property is ideal for development and has no
planning restrictions.
The house is constructed of Cotswold stone brought from England as
ballast on merchant ships. All rooms, including the four air-conditioned
bedrooms, have multiple doors and large windows which keep the
interior light and breezy. There is also a swimming pool with bar and
sundeck, plus a separate one-bedroom guest house.

Prezzo su richiesta

Mercer’s Creek, unica casa ancora rimasta in una piantagione, è
caratterizzata da edifici del 17° secolo, inclusi la Great House, lo
zuccherificio e i fabbricati annessi, ed è completamente arredata in stile
tradizionale e oggetti tipici. Questa proprietà, che si estende per 26 acri di
terreno, arriva fino all’oceano e gode di una splendida vista sulle isolette
dell’arcipelago, è ideale per lo sviluppo abitativo e non ha dei vincoli.
Questa casa è realizzata con pietra Cotswold, importata dall’Inghilterra
come zavorra sulle navi mercantili. Tutte le camere, incluse le quattro
camere da letto con aria condizionata, sono caratterizzate da porte e
finestre che mantengono lo spazio interno luminoso e arieggiato. C’è
anche una piscina con il bar e un terrazzo, oltre a una casa per gli ospiti
con una camera da letto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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The Watch House, Jolly Harbour Solitudine suprema
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Supreme Solitude
Price on request

Ensconced in the heart of the fashionable west coast area and its first-rate
amenities, The Watch House simultaneously offers enviable seclusion
and jaw-dropping panoramic vistas. This five-bedroom two-storey hilltop
villa with large shaded verandah and swimming pool is air-conditioned
throughout and exquisitely styled. The downstairs area with separate
entrance would make an ideal self-contained apartment.
The house occupies a 1.9-acre site. Included in the sale is almost
five acres of neighbouring land, subdivided into approximately half-acre
plots. Every plot boasts a stunning view and could be bought individually
or collectively.

Prezzo su richiesta

Situata nel cuore della costa occidentale alla moda con le sue strutture di
primissimo piano, The Watch House offre, allo stesso tempo, una privacy
invidiabile e delle viste panoramiche mozzafiato. Questa villa a due piani
da cinque camere da letto, situata sulla sommità della collina, è dotata di
spaziose verande coperte, di una piscina e di aria condizionata in ogni
spazio, oltre ad essere arredata con stile. Il piano terra, dotato di entrata
separata, può essere utilizzato come appartamento autonomo.
La casa occupa un terreno di 1.9 acri. Compresa nell’acquisto, vi
è una zona circostante di 5 acri, suddivisa in lotti da circa mezzo acro
ciascuna. Ogni lotto gode di una vista mozzafiato e può essere acquistato
individualmente o come pacchetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Babylon, English
Harbour area
Vantage Point
US$2,500,000

From its private hillside perch, this attractive four-bedroom villa
commands spectacular views of Freeman’s Bay against the backdrop of
lively English Harbour. The villa’s comfortably furnished living room has
doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around terrace. The latter has
a covered dining area with formal table and chairs for al fresco dining
while enjoying the stunning vistas and the gentle trade winds. Steps lead
down to the decking where there is a pool with small Jacuzzi. All the
bedrooms have air conditioning, and the property has a fully equipped
kitchen and three bathrooms.

Punto strategico
US$2,500,000
Dalla sua posizione collinare privata, questa meravigliosa villa con
quattro camere da letto gode di una vista spettacolare sulla Freeman’s
Bay sullo sfondo del vivace English Harbour. Il soggiorno della villa con
arredamenti confortevoli ha delle porte che si aprono su tre lati del
terrazzo avvolgente. Quest’ultimo ha una zona pranzo coperta con un
tavolo formale e delle sedie per mangiare all’aperto, mentre si ammirano
i panorami mozzafiato e soffiano i leggeri alisei. Una scala porta al
pavimento in legno per esterni dove si trova una piscina con una piccola
vasca idromassaggio. Tutte le camere sono dotate di aria condizionata e
la proprietà dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata e tre bagni.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Passion Village, Valley Church Aspirazione accessibile
Accessible Aspirations
Price from: US$540,000

Charming colonial-style homes occupy a tranquil setting less than a mile
from the hub of Jolly Harbour and a stone’s throw from one of Antigua’s
most spectacular beaches. Passion Village is a dual development,
comprising 11 homes with a large communal swimming pool and fine
dining restaurant, and an additional 16 homes on a neighbouring site.
Nature enthusiasts will be over-awed by the pristine surrounds, a
haven for local flora and fauna. Each home is fully furnished with stylish
top-of-the-range Italian fittings, including porcelain stoneware floors, plus
outdoor shower and veranda.

Prezzo da: US$540,000

Alcune affascinanti case in stile coloniale occupano un’area tranquilla
a meno di un miglio dal centro di Jolly Harbour e a due passi da una
delle spiagge più spettacolari di Antigua. Passion Village è un doppio
insediamento, che comprende 11 case con una grande piscina comunale
e un ristorante raffinato e altre 16 case su un sito adiacente. Gli
amanti della natura saranno davvero stupiti dalla bellezza della natura
incontaminata circostante, un paradiso per la flora e la fauna locali.
Ogni casa è completamente arredata con eleganti arredi italiani di prima
qualità, tra cui pavimenti in gres porcellanato, doccia esterna e veranda.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour

Una posizione privilegiata
Prezzo: US$2,900,000

Prize Location
US$2,900,000

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding five-bedroom home
is filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are
en-suite; the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite
bathroom with a beautiful claw-foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances
and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and
spacious private roof terrace.

A pochi passi dalle spiagge di sabbia incontaminate, questa straordinaria
casa con cinque camere da letto è luminosissima ed è caratterizzata da
interni di lusso. Tutte le camere sono dotate di bagno privato; la master
suite ha una vista sul mare, un armadio e un bagno raffinato con una
bella vasca con piedi a zampa di leone.
C’è una splendida cucina dotata di elettrodomestici all’avanguardia
e piani di lavoro in granito, una stanza familiare/studio versatile, una
piscina a sfioro e una spaziosa terrazza privata sul tetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
Harbourside Haven
US$4,750,000

A prime location at the entrance to Jolly Harbour’s full service marina
is just a fraction of what this sprawling home has to offer. Entirely
remodelled and set within a desirable gated community, Jolly House
boasts 10 bedrooms – all with en-suites – and living space of more than
800sq metres, excluding the property’s expanse of open decking. Inside,
vibrant colours, murals and intriguing objets d’art fill the place with
charm and character. The two-storey waterside gazebo, pool and bar
area is ideal for relaxing, entertaining and soaking up the stunning views.
There are two private docks for yachts up to 75ft and 80ft, a 15-ton boat
lift and a heated swimming pool with ‘endless pool’ exerciser.

Un’oasi vicino al porto
Prezzo: US$4,750,000
Questa casa irregolare, situata in posizione centrale all’entrata della
marina attrezzata di Jolly Harbour, è stata completamente ristrutturata
ed è situata all’interno di una comunità privata; Jolly House è dotata di
10 camere da letto, tutte con bagno privato, e di uno spazio abitabile di
più di 800 metri quadrati, senza contare il terrazzo aperto. Gli interni,
con colori accesi, murali e curiosi oggetti d’arte, sono ricchi di fascino e
personalità. Il gazebo a due piani sul lungomare, la piscina e la zona bar
sono ideali per rilassarsi, divertirsi e ammirare gli splendidi panorami. Ci
sono due ormeggi privati per gli yacht fino a 22-24 m, un ascensore per
imbarcazioni da 15 tonnellate e una piscina riscaldata con il sistema di
allenamento ‘endless pool’.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Half Moon House, Half
Moon Bay
Acclaimed Vistas
US$1,100,000

Half Moon House is a charming two-bed home with exceptional vistas
over the crescent-shaped bay which gave it its name and is a regular
‘world’s best beach’ nominee. The fact that it’s built on the edge of a
former resort tipped for redevelopment makes it a canny investment too.
Inside is a spacious open-plan kitchen, living and dining area. Both
bedrooms – and a broad sundeck - offer excellent views directly over
the bay. Included in the sale is an additional plot of land ideal for private
development.

Vista mozzafiato
US$1,000,000
Half Moon House è un’accogliente casa con due camere da letto che
gode di viste panoramiche mozzafiato sulla baia a forma di mezzaluna,
da cui ha preso il nome, e che è sempre una delle candidate ad essere
riconosciuta come spiaggia più bella del mondo. Inoltre, poiché è costruita
affianco ad un ex resort in fase di ristrutturazione, essa rappresenta un
investimento oculato.
Gli interni sono caratterizzati da un open space spazioso con cucina,
soggiorno e zona pranzo. Entrambe le camere da letto, e lo spazioso
terrazzo, offrono delle meravigliose viste panoramiche sulla baia. Incluso
nell’affare, vi è anche un lotto aggiuntivo di terreno, ideale per lo sviluppo
privato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Stile sublime

Sublime Style

Prezzo su richiesta
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Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights
Price on request

When this fabulous seven-bedroom waterfront villa was created it was
done so with two things in mind: to cater to every potential whim and
offer the ultimate in show-stopping luxury and style. Occupying more
than 13,000sqft of living and entertainment space, the property boasts a
stunning infinity pool, Jacuzzi, fully-equipped gym, private full-size floodlit
tennis court and 360 degree panoramic views over the Caribbean Sea. Villa
Kathleen is set into the hillside of the exclusive Galley Bay Heights gated
community where notable homeowners include fashion designer Giorgio
Armani. The bright spacious interior includes a gourmet kitchen, large openplan lounge and living area, indoor and outdoor dining, conservatory, and
seven air-conditioned bedrooms all with en-suite bath and shower rooms.

Questa favolosa villa sul lungomare con sette camere da letto fu costruita
con due cose in mente: soddisfare ogni potenziale capriccio e offrire il
massimo in termini di lusso ed eleganza. Questa proprietà, che occupa
più di 1200 m² fra spazio abitabile e intrattenimento, è dotata di piscina
a sfioro, Jacuzzi, palestra completamente attrezzata, campo da tennis
regolare illuminato e vista panoramica a 360 gradi sul Mar dei Caraibi.
Villa Kathleen si trova nell’esclusiva comunità privata di Galley Bay
Heights, sul fianco della collina dove, fra i proprietari di case, spicca
lo stilista Giorgio Armani. I luminosi e spaziosi interni includono una
cucina gourmet, un’area soggiorno e lounge a pianta aperta, una zona
pranzo interna ed esterna, una veranda, e sette camere da letto con aria
condizionata, tutte con bagno privato e docce.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Cole House, Savannah
Peaceful Panorama
Price on request

This beautifully appointed four-bedroom villa with separate guest cottage
will enchant anyone who dreams of owning a traditional-style Caribbean
home with magnificent panoramic views.
A glorious sundeck and swimming pool, shaded verandah and
wrap-around balcony are the perfect places for relaxation. Set within the
private residential development of Savannah, which boasts beautifully
landscaped gardens and a communal tennis court, Cole House benefits
from a peaceful location yet close proximity to English Harbour.

Panorama tranquillo
Prezzo su richiesta
Questa favolosa villa con quattro camere da letto, con cottage separato
per gli ospiti, catturerà chiunque desideri possedere una casa tradizionale
in stile caraibico con delle splendide viste panoramiche.
Un fantastico terrazzo e una piscina, una veranda coperta e
un balcone a tutto tondo sono i luoghi perfetti per rilassarsi. Situata
all’interno del complesso residenziale privato di Savannah, che gode di
giardini meravigliosi e di campi da tennis, Cole House si trova in una
posizione tranquilla ma comunque vicina a English Harbour.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Sugar Ridge No 8, Sugar
Ridge resort
Luxury Setting
US$1,395,000

A winsome three-bedroom property overlooking scenic Jolly
Harbour, No 8 blends quietude and privacy with all the amenities
of a luxury resort. Located within the confines of the acclaimed
Sugar Ridge resort, it offers security and easy access to the excellent
facilities. The interior comprises stylish neutral accents of cream and
beige with tiled flooring throughout and high vaulted ceilings.
A large, partially-shaded sundeck is the ideal spot to soak up the
magnificent sunsets or relax after a dip in your own infinity edge
pool. This property, which occupies a half-acre plot, has airconditioning units in each room and is for sale fully furnished.

Ambiente di lusso
Prezzo: US$1,395,000
No 8, un’attraente proprietà con tre camere da letto, con vista
panoramica sul pittoresco Jolly Harbour, combina la pace e la privacy con
le strutture di un resort di lusso. Situata all’interno del celebre resort Sugar
Ridge, offre sicurezza e un facile accesso alle strutture di prim’ordine.
Gli interni sono caratterizzati da colori panna e beige con un pavimento
piastrellato e soffitti a volte alte.
Il terrazzo spazioso, parzialmente coperto, è il luogo ideale per godersi
i tramonti mozzafiato o rilassarsi dopo un tuffo nella piscina a sfioro.
Questa proprietà, che occupa un terreno da mezzo acro, è dotata di aria
condizionata in ogni stanza ed è venduta completamente arredata.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Eleganza sobria

Understated Elegance

US$1,350,00

Lu
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Carlisle Bay apartment
US$1,350,000

Here is a rare opportunity to purchase property within the exclusive
Carlisle Bay resort. This two-bedroom beachfront terrace suite has an
expertly styled interior and a private veranda leading off the large master
suite, directly onto the beach.
The second bedroom has twin beds, in-built wardrobes, a coffee
maker and small seating area. There is a kitchenette with four-ring stove,
oven and fridge-freezer, while the generously-proportioned, stylish
bathroom features his and hers sinks, bath-tub, and oversized shower
room. The owner will have full use of all of the resort’s five-star facilities.

Ecco una rara opportunità per acquistare una proprietà all’interno
dell’esclusivo resort Carlisle Bay. Questa suite terrazza sul lungomare con
due camere da letto ha degli interni sapientemente arredati e una veranda
privata che conduce direttamente alla spiaggia dalla spaziosa master
suite. La seconda camera ha due letti singoli, armadi a muro, macchina
per il caffè e una piccola area salotto. C’è un angolo cottura con fornello
a quattro piastre, forno e frigo-freezer, mentre l’elegante bagno spazioso
è dotato di lavandini per lui e per lei, vasca da bagno e doccia di grandi
dimensioni. Il proprietario potrà usufruire completamente di tutte le
strutture del resort a cinque stelle.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Compass Point, Nonsuch Bay

Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay

Wonderful five-bedroom property with hexagonal-shaped rooms
• 180-degree views to Bird and Green islands • Accessed via electric gates and
concrete drive • Terrace and infinity pool with hardwood decking • Spacious
and stylish living/dining

Prezzo su richiesta

ns

Price Guide: US$4,500,000

Price on request

Magnificent six-bedroom beachfront property
• 8,500 sq ft stylish contemporary living space • Floor to ceiling custom-made
hurricane-proof sliding glass panes • Close proximity to Nelson’s Dockyard
• Private beach and custom-built infinity pool

Guida al prezzo: US$4.500.000

Straordinaria proprietà fronte mare con sei camere da letto • Unità elegante e
spaziosa di 800 metri quadrati dallo stile contemporaneo • Pannelli in vetro
scorrevole anti-uragano realizzati su misura che si estendono dal pavimento al
soffitto • Nelle immediate vicinanze di Nelson’s Dockyard • Spiaggia privata e
piscina a sfioro realizzata su misura

Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights

Carib House, Turtle Bay

Price Guide: US$3,900,000
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Splendida struttura con cinque camere da letto a forma esagonale
• Vista a 180 gradi sulle isole Bird e Green • Accesso tramite cancelli elettrici e
strada asfaltata • Terrazza e piscina a sfioro con piano di calpestio in legno
• Zona soggiorno / pranzo spaziosa ed elegante

Price Guide: US$3,900,000

Luxury five-bedroom villa with pool in exclusive gated community
• All bedrooms are en-suite • Exquisitely styled throughout • High-end fixtures
and fittings • Spectacular ocean sunset views

Prezzo orientativo: US$3,900,000

• Two acres of beautifully landscaped gardens • Walking distance to beach
• Five beautifully finished bedrooms, four bathrooms • Strong rental history

Guida al prezzo: US$3,900,000

La quintessenza del buen retiro ai tropici che offre serenità e solitudine
• Due acri (9.100 mq circa) di bellissimi giardini e paesaggi • A pochi passi
dalla spiaggia • Cinque camere e quattro bagni splendidamente rifiniti
• Precedenti molto promettenti in fatto di affitto
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Lussuosa villa cinque vani con piscina in esclusiva area recintata
• Tutte le camere da letto sono dotate di bagno in camera • Completamente
arredate in maniera squisita • Ceramiche sanitarie e rubinetteria di lusso
• Vedute spettacolari dell’oceano al tramonto

Quintessential tropical hideaway offering serenity and seclusion

263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour

Sehil, Brown’s Bay

Price Guide: US$3,150,000

Price Guide: US$2,300,000

Show-stopping four-bedroom beachfront home with 80ft fully-equipped boat
dock
• Beautiful landscaped gardens and pool • Breathtaking Caribbean Sea views
• Roof terrace • Strong rental history

Luxuriously-appointed three-bedroom home in stunning east coast location
• Large verandah with dining area and gazebos • Pool and landscaped gardens
• Spacious open-plan interior • Close to Nonsuch Bay Resort

Prezzo orientativo: US$3,150,000

Casa composta da 3 vani lussuosamente arredata in una splendida località della costa
orientale
• Ampia veranda con zona pranzo e gazebi • Piscina e giardini panoramici
• Interno spazioso a pianta aperta • In prossimità del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Sensazionale casa fronte mare composta da 4 vani e con posto barca di 80 piedi
completamente attrezzato
• Bellissima piscina e giardini panoramici • Veduta mozzafiato del Mar dei
Caraibi • Terrazza sul tetto • Consolidata tradizione di noleggio

Prezzo orientativo: US$2,300,000

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Cashmere, Brown’s Bay

Price Guide: US$1,999,995

Price Guide: US$1,950,000

Beachfront property over looking Falmouth Harbour
• Three bedrooms with en-suite shower rooms • Panoramic views • Beach
access • Opportunity to build extension or cottages

Tranquil four-bedroom home in elevated setting overlooking bay
• Air-conditioned bedrooms • Sundeck and infinity pool • Exquisite interior
styling • Close to Nonsuch Bay Resort

Prezzo base: US$1,999,995

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,950,000

ns

Pelican House, Turtle Bay

Casa tranquilla di quattro vani in posizione rialzata affacciata sulla baia
• Camere da letto dotate di aria condizionata • Terrazzo e piscine a sfioro
• Squisito arredamento interno • In prossimità del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour

Mandala House, Long Bay/Willikies

Lo

Price Guide: US$1,850,000
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Proprietà fronte mare con vista su Falmouth Harbour
• Tre camere da letto con doccia interna • Viste panoramiche • Accesso alla
spiaggia • Possibilità di costruire ampliamenti o cottage

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Superbly located three-bedroom waterfront property
• Exceptional harbour views • All bedrooms have luxurious en-suites • Large
sundeck with pool, gazebo and daybed • Includes adjoining plot of land ideal
for development

Stunning contemporary two-bedroom waterfront villa with private beach
• Located within The Peninsula • Open-plan interior with vaulted ceilings
• Infinity pool with sweeping bay views • Designed by leading architect
Andrew Goodenough

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,850,000

Guida al prezzo: US$1.450.000

Proprietà fronte mare composta da tre camere da letto superbamente posizionata
• Eccezionali vedute del porto • Tutte le camera da letto sono dotate di
lussuoso bagno in camera • Ampio terrazzo con piscina, gazebo e lettino
• Include pezzo di terreno confinante ideale per uno sviluppo
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Splendida villa di lusso contemporanea con due camere da letto
• Situata all’interno del complesso esclusivo peninsulare • Interni open space
con soffitti a volta • Piscina a sfioro con vista mozzafiato sulla baia • Progettata
dal famoso architetto Andrew Goodenough

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay

Ponderosa, Crosbies
Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Price Guide: US$975,000

Three-bedroom home with panoramic ocean views
• Charming Mediterranean-style villa • Swimming pool and shaded sundeck
• Includes self-contained guest apartment • Three bathrooms; master en-suite
has a Jacuzzi

Newly built three-bedroom home within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Beautifully finished to exceptional standards • Large private garden with pool
• Terrace extension • Fully equipped with contemporary high-end appliances

Prezzo indicativo: US$ 1.300.000

Guida al prezzo: US$975,000

Viste mozzafiato sulla costa nord-ovest • Tre camere da letto • Soffitti a volta con
travi in legno a vista • Fascino dello stile mediterraneo • Splendida vista sul
mare

Casa di recente costruzione composta da tre vani all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Graziosamente rifinita con elevatissimi standard • Ampio giardino privato con
piscina • Terrazzo in estensione • Completamente attrezzata con apparecchi
moderni di fascia alta

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Gaia, Galley Bay

Villa Caribe, Cedar Valley Heights

Price Guide: US$890,000

Four-bedroom hillside home near golf course
• Stunning sunset vistas over sea and golf course • Myriad sundecks and
verandahs • Landscaped gardens with mature fruit trees • Back-up generator,
burglar alarm and CCTV system

Elegant villa within exclusive Galley Bay Heights development
• Uninterrupted sea, beach and sunset views • Four bedrooms and four
bathrooms • Gated community with 24-hour security • Spanning 5,500 sq ft
and renovated in 2012

Prezzo su richiesta

Prezzo orientativo: US$890,000

Price Guide: US$850,000

Exhale, Crosbies

Lo

Palm Villa, St John’s area

Villa elegante all’interno dell’esclusiva area residenziale di Galley Bay Heights
• Vedute ininterrotte del mare, della spiaggia e del tramonto • Quattro camere da
letto e quattro bagni • Area recintata con vigilanza 24 ore su 24 • Ampiezza di
circa 1.6000mq e ristrutturata nel 2012
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Proprietà sulla collina con quattro camere da letto, vicina al campo da golf
• Splendida vista mozzafiato sul mare e il campo da golf • Tante terrazze e
verande • Giardini curati con alberi da frutto maturi • Generatore di corrente di
scorta, allarme per i ladri e sistema di videosorveglianza

ns

Price on request

Price Guide: US$750,000

New contemporary four-bedroom villa in central location

• Panoramic views • Large pool with huge greenheart wooden deck
• Magnificent 55ft living room with abundant seating areas • High-end fixtures
and fittings

Guida al prezzo: US$750,000

Guida al prezzo: US$850,000
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Nuova e moderna villa con quattro camere da letto in posizione centrale
• Vista panoramica • Ampia piscina con spaziosa pedana in legno greenheart
• Splendido soggiorno lungo 16 m con tanti posti a sedere • Arredamento e
finiture di alta qualità
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Generously-priced two-bedroom home in upscale neighbourhood
• Stylishly decorated with quality hardwood furnishings • Sea views over
Prickly Pear Island • Fully-fenced half-acre garden • Air-conditioned bedrooms
and en-suites with rainfall showers
Proprietà ad un prezzo conveniente, quattro camera da letto in una zona esclusiva
• Decorata con eleganza con arredamenti di qualità in legno massiccio
• Vista sul mare in direzione di Prickly Pear Island • Giardino di mezzo acro
completamente recintato • Camere da letto con aria condizionata e servizi
privati con doccia a pioggia

Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay

Villa Floriana, English Harbour area

Price Guide: US$725,000

Price Guide: US$675,000

Chic east coast waterfront home
• Three bedrooms • Garden courtyard • Private pool • Located within the
Nonsuch Bay Resort

Interesting Caribbean-style property comprising three separate units
• 10,000 sqft plot including mature landscaped gardens • Comprises two twobed apartments, and one-bed cottage • All units finished to high standard
• All bathrooms are large, stylish and very creative

Guida al prezzo: US$725.000

Casa chic sul lungomare della costa est
• Tre camere da letto • Cortile con giardino • Piscina privata
• Situata all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Guida al prezzo: US$675,000

Interessante proprietà in stile caraibico composta da tre unità separate
• 929 m² di terreno, con giardino completamente sviluppato • Si compone di
due appartamenti con due stanze ciascuno e un cottage ad una stanza per le
vacanze • Tutte le unità rifinite secondo standard elevati • Tutti i bagni sono
grandi, eleganti e molto originali

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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VILLA MANAGEMENT
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With you every
step of the way
Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make
sure that you get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to
maintain your property in your absence for peace of mind or full
rental management to maximise your return on investment.

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814

112

1. Your way
There are a number of different ways we can manage your property. Choose from our
many services to ensure your property is managed the way you want it.

VILLA MANAGEM

2. Maximising rental income

3. Keeping our promise

ns

We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We can tailor your
management package to suit your needs, be it short term or long term rentals, or
accommodating for your holiday.
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We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No matter the issue we want
you to feel you can let us take care of it to give you the peace of mind you want when
leaving your property in our care.

We realise that first impressions count and we want you to get the
most out of your villa. It will always be presented in the way you
would want it to be.
We insist on only using the best and most qualified
maintenance staff for all our properties

www.villa-management-antigua.com

PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa 440, St James Club resort

Price Guide: US$645,000

Price Guide: US$575,000

Stylish two-bedroom property within one of Antigua’s finest resorts
• Excellent investment opportunity • Full access to resort facilities
• Magnificent ocean views and private patio • Spacious air-conditioned rooms

Contemporary two-bedroom villa in resort location
• Gated community and hotel facilities • Magnificent views over Mamora Bay
• Air-conditioning, internet, cable TV • Open-plan living and kitchen area

Prezzo orientativo: US$645,000
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Villa 473, St James Club

Proprietà finemente arredata composta da due vani all’interno di uno dei più eleganti
resort di Antigua
• Eccellente opportunità d’investimento • Pieno accesso alle attrezzature del
resort • Magnifiche vedute dell’oceano e patio privato • Camere spaziose
dotate di aria condizionata

Prezzo orientativo: US$575,000

Turtle Bay plot, English Harbour

Villa 220B, Jolly Harbour
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Price on request

Moderna villa composta di due vani in zona resort
• Area recintata e attrezzature alberghiere • Magnifiche vedute che dominano
Marmora Bay • Aria condizionata, acceso a internet e TV via cavo • Area
soggiorno e cucina a pianta aperta

Price Guide: US$490,000

Elevated 30,000 sq ft parcel of land ideal for development
• Close proximity to English Harbour • Beautiful national park location
• Tranquil and private • Exceptional views over Turtle Bay and Falmouth
Harbour

Stylishly renovated two-bedroom waterfront villa in sought-after gated community
• Extended sundeck with excellent marina views • All rooms have been
widened • Fully-fitted contemporary kitchen • Luxuriously-appointed en-suites

Prezzo su richiesta

Villa fronte mare finemente ristrutturata composta da due camera da letto in area
recintata esclusiva
• Terrazzo ingrandito con fantastiche vedute dell’area marina • Tutte le camere
sono state ampliate • Cucina contemporanea completamente attrezzata
• Bagni in camera arredati con lusso

Prezzo orientativo: US$490,000
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Appezzamento di terreno elevato ideale per lo sviluppo
• Vicino al English Harbour • Bellissima posizione parco nazionale • Tranquillo
e privato • Vista eccezionale

Pimento Villa, Harbour View

Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$475,000

Price Guide: US$450,000

Beautiful three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Stunning views • Short stroll to spectacular beach • Close to amenities
• Ideal location for holiday rental income

Beautiful Caribbean-style villa close to Antigua’s finest beaches
• 2,000 sqft of interior space • Four tastefully decorated bedrooms
• Generous sundeck and swimming pool • Five-minute walk to Jolly Harbour

Guida al prezzo: US$475,000

Guida al prezzo: US$450,000

Bellissima villa sul lungomare in una comunità privata, tre camere da letto
• Viste mozzafiato • A pochi passi dalla meravigliosa spiaggia • Vicina ai servizi
• Posizione ideale per essere affittata come casa vacanze

Bella villa in stile caraibico vicino alle meravigliose spiagge di Antigua
• 185.81m² di spazio interno • Quattro camere da letto arredate con gusto
• Terrazza spaziosa e piscina • A cinque minuti a piedi da Jolly Harbour

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Lagoon View, Harbour View

ns

The Cove Suite, Blue Waters

Price Guide: US$450,000

Price Guide: US$425,000

Charming four-bedroom villa on outskirts of Jolly Harbour
• Short stroll to abundant amenities and beach • Refurbished interior
• Generous living and dining areas • Spacious sundeck and pool

Prezzo orientativo: US$450,000

Luxury one-bedroom resort suite
• Housed within a large villa with infinity pool • Stunning sea views
• Colonial-style elegance meets contemporary facilities • Over-sized bathroom
with free-standing tub

Affascinante villa composta di quattro vani nei sobborghi di Jolly Harbour
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia e da numerosi servizi • Interni ristrutturati • Area
salotto e area da pranzo generose • Piscina con terrazzo spazioso

Guida al prezzo: US$425,000

Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour

Villa 425F, Jolly Harbour
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Price Guide: US$395,000

Suite in resort di lusso con una camera
• Ospitato all’interno di una grande villa con piscina a sfioro • Splendida vista
sul mare • L’eleganza dello stile coloniale si fonde con le strutture moderne
• Bagno molto ampio con vasca rialzata

Price Guide: US$395,000

Well-presented south-facing two-bedroom villa
• Extra large decking • 25ft finger pier • Extended master bedroom • Short walk
to beach

Fabulous two-bedroom villa with purpose-built decking directly over water
• Private mooring for 20ft boat • Desirable gated community location • Stylish
contemporary interior • Includes high-end furnishings

Guida al prezzo: US$395.000

Prezzo orientativo: US$395,000

Favolosa villa composta da due vani con ponte sull’acqua appositamente costruito
• Attracco privato per barca di 6 metri • Collocazione in ambita area recintata •
Arredamenti interni in stile contemporaneo • Include arredamenti di alta classe
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Villa ben tenuta orientata a sud con due camere da letto
• Ampio piano di calpestio • Banchina da 7,6 m • Camera da letto matrimoniale
molto spaziosa • A pochi passi dalla spiaggia

Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour

Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church

Price Guide: US$375,000

Price Guide: US$275.000

Attractive two-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Airy open-plan living, dining and kitchen area • Patio doors to covered terrace
• Master bedroom has glass doors to balcony • En-suite shower rooms

Prezzo orientativo: US$375,000

Well-appointed two-bedroom apartment in tranquil location
• Couched in lush natural vegetation • Breezy verandah with outside dining
area • Ideally located for rentals • Excellent investment opportunity

Guida al prezzo: US$275.000

Affascinante villa fronte mare composta di due vani in area recintata
• Ariosa zona salotto, cucina e sala da pranzo a pianta aperta • Porte del cortile
che danno su terrazzo coperto • Camera da letto padronale con balconata a
giorno • Bagni privati con doccia

Appartamento ben arredato con due stanze in posizione tranquilla
• Nascosto in una rigogliosa vegetazione naturale • Veranda areata con zona
pranzo esterna • Situato in posizione ideale per gli affitti • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Villa 419E, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$255,000

Charming two-bedroom home with strong rental history
• Desirable gated community location • Private dock for 30ft boat • Recently
renovated • Extended patio with finger pier

Generously-priced two-bedroom villa in gated community
• Excellent investment opportunity • Private 5m boat mooring • Master
bedroom has balcony overlooking marina • Stunning sunset views

Prezzo orientativo: US$255,000

Villa composta da due vani in area recintata a prezzo di favore
• Eccellente opportunità d’investimento • Attracco privato per barca di 5 metri
• Camera da letto padronale con balcone panoramico sulla marina
• Sbalorditive vedute del tramonto
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Prezzo orientativo: US$275,000

Lo

Affascinante casa composta di due vani con forte tradizione di noleggio
• Collocazione in ambita area recintata • Attracco privato per barca di 10 metri
• Recentemente ristrutturata • Patio esteso con banchina

Chalet 310, Verandah Resort & Spa
Price Guide: US$250,000

ns

Villa 416E, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$275,000

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$235,000

Unique buy-to-let opportunity on stylish one-bed suite
• Access to all of luxury all-inclusive resort’s facilities • Comes with guaranteed
rental income plus a share in the resort • 700 sq ft of living space • Stunning
panoramic views from private verandah

Two-bedroom waterfront North Finger villa
• Spectacular balcony views • Large shaded terrace • Close proximity to
amenities • Private master suite balcony

Prezzo orientativo: US$250,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$235,000
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Opportunità unica di acquisto con finalità di locazione su una suite per una persona
• Accesso a tutte le attrezzature di lusso del resort tutto incluso • Dotato di
un’aspettativa di guadagno in locazione più un pacchetto azionario nel resort •
213mq di superficie calpestabile • Sbalorditive vedute godibili dalla veranda privata

Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour

Villa fronte mare composta di due camera da letto a North Finger
• Vedute spettacolari dal terrazzino • Terrazzo ampiamente ombreggiato • In
prossimità dei servizi • Balcone privato in camera da letto padronale

Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View

Price Guide: US$228,000

Price Guide: US$215,000

Well-maintained two-bedroom home in desirable area
• Fully equipped kitchen • Private balcony from master bedroom
• Air-conditioning • Majestic waterfront views

Attractive two-bedroom property on outskirts of Jolly Harbour
• Air-conditioning • High-end appliances • Two bathrooms (master bedroom
has en-suite) • Double doors onto patio

Guida al prezzo: US$228,000

Casa ben mantenuta con due camere da letto in zona attraente
• Cucina completamente attrezzata • Balcone privato dalla camera da letto
matrimoniale • Aria condizionata • Meravigliosa vista sul lungomare

Prezzo orientativo: US$215,000

Affascinante proprietà di due vani nei sobborghi di Jolly Harbour
• Aria condizionata • Elettrodomestici d’avanguardia • Due bagni (camera da
letto padronale con bagno in camera) • Doppio accesso al patio

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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LONG TERM RENTALS.

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$2,000 per month

Price US$850 per month

An exclusive four-star apartment complex of six three-bedroom, beautifully
finished apartments. Overlooking the golf course, they’re within walking
distance of the area’s acclaimed restaurants, bars, international supermarket,
pharmacy, gym and beaches. These properties are decorated in a colonial style,
offering air-conditioned luxury living with a large communal pool with sun
loungers.

Fans of the great outdoors will love the fabulous views of the marina from
this charming two-bedroom waterfront villa. The open-plan living, dining and
kitchen area has glass doors leading out to a large covered terrace with lots of
space for dining, lounging in the sun, or just relaxing. Upstairs are two decentsized bedrooms, each with en-suite shower rooms. The master bedroom has
large glass doors opening onto a nice roomy balcony affording more scenic
vistas. This villa has a washer/dryer and cable TV.

Palm Villa, Belmont

Paradise View, Dickenson Bay
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Colibri Court, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$3,500 per month

Panoramic views of Antigua give this contemporary four-bedroom, fourbathroom villa its edge. It has four 35ft galleries, two upstairs and two
downstairs, ensuring that every bedroom has access to the stunning vistas. The
magnificent 55ft living area boasts soft leather sofas and spot lighting. Outside,
a 35ft x 18ft pool is surrounded by a huge greenheart deck, outdoor dining area
and sun loungers.

This attractive four-bedroom home’s elevated location affords magnificent
scenes over beautiful Dickenson Bay. Accessed via an electric gate, it has a
stylish open-plan interior, polished wooden floors throughout and French doors
opening onto a wide wrap-around balcony. The huge master bedroom has
an en-suite shower room and there is also a generously-proportioned shared
bathroom with a large tub, leading out to a glorious pergola-covered outdoor
shower. Paradise View has a swimming pool with charming sundeck.
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Price from US$2,500 per month

Waterside, Jolly Harbour area

Pelican Pool House, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$2,000 per month

Price from US$2,500 per month

Fully-furnished and air-conditioned throughout, Waterside’s peaceful location
in a quiet street within the Jolly Harbour gated community makes it ideal for
families. This charming three-bedroom, two-bathroom waterfront villa has a
fully-fitted kitchen, washing machine, internet and cable TV. Waterside has
a large sundeck with gazebo and is within walking distance of the beach, a
communal pool, supermarket, restaurants and all the other amenities Jolly
Harbour has to offer.

This superbly located three-bedroom home with private pool boasts an elegant
colonial-style structure with all the comforts of home inside. Each bedroom
has a king-size bed, en-suite and built-in wardrobes. The vast living space
is enhanced by a stylish dark wood kitchen with stainless steel appliances.
Outside there is a BBQ, dining table and chairs for six, a generous deck, comfy
sofa and sun-loungers.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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HOLIDAY LETS.
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Jolly House, Jolly Harbour

Beach House, Galley Bay Heights

Price from US$7,000 per week

With an enviable hillside location overlooking Deep Bay, views don’t get
much better than here. This spectacular three-level, three-bedroom waterfront
home, within the exclusive gated development of Galley Bay Heights, offers
stylish contemporary living at its finest. The top floor has an open plan living
and dining area which backs onto a generously-sized kitchen with state-ofthe-art appliances. The bright, airy interior has floor to ceiling glass doors
which maximise the stunning vistas and give way to a large covered patio and
sundeck with infinity edge pool.

Entirely remodelled, Jolly House boasts a total of 10 bedrooms – all with ensuites – and living space of more than 800sq metres, excluding the property’s
expanse of open decking. The two-storey waterside gazebo, pool and bar
area is ideal for relaxing, entertaining and soaking up the stunning views. Set
within the desirable gated community of Jolly Harbour, the property is within
gentle walking distance of all of the area’s amenities, including a well-stocked
international supermarket, 18-hole golf course, sports centre, gym, pharmacy
and bank.
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Price from US$4,500 per week

Villa Champagne, Galley Bay Heights

Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$12,250 per week

Price from US$2,900 per week
Fabulous styling, an abundance of space and a spectacular location make
this four-bedroom home a showpiece. The piece de resistance is its wonderful
sundeck and pool with spectacular views across the marina. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining. All four
bedrooms – three of which have en-suites - are attractively decorated in vibrant
hues and have air-conditioning.
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This five-bedroom villa represents nature, relaxation and sophistication – and
boasts magnificent panoramic ocean views from all rooms. Villa Champagne
offers all the comforts of home, modern amenities such as private gym, pool
and air-conditioning, plus a personal chef, private butler service and nannies
where required. Surrounded by lush vegetation and located within a gated
community, Villa Champagne is a spectacular tropical getaway.

Cole House, Savannah

Villa Sull Oceano, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$4,500 per week

This beautifully appointed four-bedroom villa with separate guest cottage
offers myriad spaces from which to soak up the sweeping vistas of Antigua’s
stunning south coast. A glorious sundeck and swimming pool, shaded verandah
and wrap-around balcony are the perfect places for relaxation or al fresco
entertaining. Set within the private residential development of Savannah, Cole
House is a short drive from English Harbour and the adjacent St James Club
resort.

Price from US$12,000
Featherhead
- per week

An exquisite villa, newly built and luxuriously oversized, this property blends
contemporary and romantic designs with superb furnishings. The spacious
layout allows utmost privacy for each of the four air-conditioned bedrooms
which all have en-suites. Outside, there is a pool with bar stools and Jacuzzi.
The spacious sun terrace with views across the Caribbean Sea offers a
spectacular spot for sunbathing or sunset cocktails.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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HOLIDAY LETS.
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour

Calabash, Harbour View

Price from US$7,525 per week

A short stroll from Jolly Harbour, this attractive four-bedroom property with
swimming pool is within easy reach of several bars and restaurants, an-18 hole
golf course, tennis and squash courts, a well-stocked supermarket and one of
the island’s finest beaches.

This outstanding five-bedroom beachfront home is filled with natural light
and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are en-suite; the master suite has sea
views, a walk-in closet and exquisite bathroom with a beautiful claw foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances and granite
work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and spacious private
roof terrace.
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Price from US$1,750 per week

Brown’s Bay Estate, Brown’s Bay

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge resort
Price from US$650 per night

Price from US$12,250 per week
This bayfront luxury villa comprises three living quarters, interconnected by
natural stone-paved walkways, comfortably sleeping up to eight guests. There
are four bedrooms and bathrooms, including a charming outdoor bathroom. The
fully-fenced property is entered via electric gates and a private drive. It borders a
tranquil bay with its own dock and private beach with sun-loungers and kayaks.
There is regular maid service, Wifi, cable TV in all bedrooms, international phone
line, printer, and gym equipment.
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With its classic Caribbean design, Villa Sunset has been designed to take
advantage of the cooling breeze and is finished and furnished to a high
specification. Glass doors and picture windows frame the stunning views. Three
king-size bedroom suites, each with double vanities, are linked to the main
pavilion by covered terraces. The pavilion opens onto an outdoor dining and
living area with sundeck and pebble-tiled infinity pool.

Windmill House, Jolly Harbour

Villa 420F, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$5,500 per week

A luxurious waterfront villa within the desirable gated community of Jolly
Harbour. The property has three luxurious double bedrooms and a fourth
bedroom with two sets of bunk beds and a single bed. All bedrooms have ensuites. There are two fully-fitted kitchens, a beautifully furnished indoor living
area and spectacular outdoor relaxation spaces with private pool, sundeck and
al fresco dining area.

Price from US$900
Featherhead
- per week

This charming two-bedroom waterfront villa offers all the comforts of home
along with first-rate amenities within gentle walking distance. Set in a gated
community, Villa 420F’s end unit setting provides additional quietude and
tranquillity. The stylish open-plan interior includes an attractive kitchen with
wooden units, contemporary appliances and a breakfast bar. The living area has
large comfortable sofas and a dining table for four. Sliding glass doors from the
lounge lead onto wooden decking which gives way to an additional sundeck
directly on the water.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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MY ANTIGUA.

All the right ingredients
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What do you love most about the island?
Alex: It has everything you need and very
little that you don’t. I mean, we all miss the
extras but we don’t need them. Life here
is beautiful and simple; between my wife,
daughter Ohara (four) and the restaurant, I
have everything I need.

2 What have been your most special
moments here?
Kate: Opening the restaurant, having
Ohara, and getting married. Everything else
pales into insignificance.

used to be the group food and beverage
manager for Campbell Gray Hotels. He’s
now GM for Soho House in Chicago and
is probably the only person in the industry
that I still idolise.
Kate: Both of our grandparents, so they can
see what we have achieved – especially
Alex.

Lo

2 How did you end up in Antigua?
Kate: I came here with a friend 11 years
ago and never left. It was a combination
of the weather and not wanting a 9-5 job
where I had to take the Tube. I lived in
Ibiza for two years – my previous work was
managing DJs – before making the move
here.
Alex: I was living in the Maldives when I
was approached by Campbell Gray Hotels
to be the executive chef at Carlisle Bay.
I fell in love with the island – and Kate.
And that’s why I stayed. It was always my
plan to open my own restaurant before I
was 30. When I was 29, Kate asked me
why I was still even looking at other jobs
and suggested we open one together. After
several months looking for the right spot,
we got a call from Cocobay Resort to see if
we wanted to do a deal on the restaurant
there. It used to be called ‘Sheer’; we added
the rocks – in every sense!

ns

A dream of running a restaurant in an idyllic location became a reality for British expats,
today at the helm of one of the most highly rated eateries in the Caribbean. With
backgrounds working alongside some of the biggest names in cuisine and entertainment,
for Alex and Kate Grimley – owners of Sheer Rocks – it was a surefire recipe for success.
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2 What are your favourite Antiguan
hidden gems?
Kate: We recently moved to a lovely new
house in the north, so just hanging out at
home really. I love Runaway Beach because
it’s so beautiful. Some of our favourite
places to eat are Catherine’s Café, Cecilia’s,
Cloggy’s and C&C wine bar.
2 What are the challenges of running a
business on a small island?
Alex: The same as anywhere else, just a
bit more exaggerated. The great thing here
is that everyone wants to learn. Once you
understand the knowledge and culture
differences, you have a great time because
you can train a team from scratch. Is it
easy? No. Is it rewarding? Yes. It’s great to
see your team develop and the restaurant
grow. Also, on a small island you have
a relationship with the bank manager or
fisherman that you would never have in
England. These days we have an organic
farmer that comes straight to the door – the
produce is incredible.
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2 How did you meet?
Alex: I gatecrashed a party she was
throwing for her boyfriend at the time
(laughs).
Kate: And they took all the guests away
with them to another party! So I wasn’t
really that impressed the first time I
met him. We got married last August at
Nonsuch Bay Resort which was a beautiful
place for it. Their team did everything we
asked for and more.

2 Describe the moment you fell in love
with Antigua
Alex: It was after the restaurant opened that
I knew I wanted to stay here. Two years
seems to be the turning point for most
people. The lack of ‘systems’ is tough at
first but what you learn to love more than
anything is the lack of systems. Once you
know how to make Antigua work for you,
it’s actually really easy here.
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2 If you could invite anyone, living or
dead, to dine at Sheer Rocks, who would
it be?
Alex: Thomas Lennard, the man who was
responsible for me coming to Antigua. He

2 What’s your favourite thing to do on a
day off?
Alex: Drink Macon-Villages, eat tuna
tartare and play with Ohara in the pool
while listening to a 1987 mix by Frankie
Knuckles.
2 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you
Alex: I once went to a party with a friend
who was DJing. He had to leave early
and I spent the following hour playing
a compilation whilst pretending to mix;
everyone loved it but I cannot DJ to save
my life!
Kate: My first job, at 15, was working for
a mastering company in Fulham - I typed
and stuck the labels onto cassette tapes. I
also used to have shockingly short, whiteblonde hair!
2 What’s the best part of owning Sheer
Rocks?
Kate: Seeing Alex in his element because
he’s so passionate about it.
Alex: It might sound cheesy but I love it
all. The combination of amazing guests,
an amazing location, well-selected music,
great cocktails, great staff and food make it,
for me, the best place in the world. n
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Let us take your property
to new heights.
Contact us for aerial photography of your property.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com
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